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A B S T R A C T   

Global warming due to the accumulation of atmospheric CO2 has received great attention in recent years. Hence, 
it is urgent to reduce CO2 emissions into the atmosphere and develop sustainable technologies for a circular 
carbon economy. In this regard, CO2 capture coupled with the conversion into chemicals and fuels provides a 
promising solution to reduce CO2 emissions as well as to store and utilize renewable energy. Among the many 
possible CO2 conversion pathways, CO2 hydrogenation to higher alcohols is considered an important strategy for 
the synthesis of carbon-based fuels and feedstock and holds great promise for the chemical industry. Thus, this 
review provides an overview of advances in CO2 hydrogenation to higher alcohols that have been achieved 
recently in terms of catalyst design, catalytic performance, and insight into the reaction mechanism under 
different experimental conditions. First, the limitations provided by reaction thermodynamics and the indis-
pensability of catalysts for CO2 hydrogenation to higher alcohols are discussed. Then, four main categories of 
catalysts will be introduced and discussed (i.e. Rh-, Cu-, Mo-, and Co-based catalysts). Moreover, important 
factors significantly influencing the efficiency of the catalytic transformation such as alkali/alkaline earth metal 
promoters, transition metal promoters, catalyst supports, catalyst precursors, and reaction conditions, as well as 
the reaction mechanism are explained. Finally, the review discusses emerging methodologies yet to be explored 
and future directions to achieve a high efficiency for the hydrogenation of CO2 to higher alcohols.   

1. Introduction 

Every day, huge amounts of greenhouse gases (GHG) are emitted and 
accumulate in the atmosphere which in turn causes global warming. 
Notably, carbon dioxide (CO2) contributes to 72 % of the GHG emis-
sions, mainly due to the combustion of large amounts of fossil resources, 
and its emission keeps rising in recent years (Fig. 1) [1,2]. Therefore, 
CO2 fixation has attracted broad interest, and intensive efforts have been 
dedicated to develop various technologies for CO2 capture, 

sequestration, and utilization. 
In this context, using CO2 as feedstock for chemical processes has 

attracted great attention since it can reduce the cost and increase the 
profit for reducing CO2 emissions [3]. Additionally, the use of CO2 as a 
feedstock allows the introduction of overall closed carbon cycles, which 
is a key for the vision of a circular carbon economy. Thus, together with 
the generation of renewable H2 (i.e. produced by water electrolysis), CO2 
capture and conversion provide a sustainable way for the synthesis of 
fuels and chemicals including CO, CH4, light olefins, dimethyl ether, 
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HR, high resolution; ΔH298 K, standard enthalpy change; IR, infrared spectroscopy; K298 K, standard equilibrium constant; MS, methanol synthesis; RWGS, reverse 
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formates/formic acid, and alcohols [3–21]. Among these chemicals, 
alcohols such as methanol are very prospective as they have many 
versatile applications and are prepared on large scale with high market 
demands. For instance, methanol is currently produced industrially 
through CO hydrogenation at a production level of 5 ktons per day [22, 
23]. Compared to methanol, higher alcohols (C2–4 alcohols) have some 
advantages such as higher energy density, lower vapor pressure, and 
lower affinity to water, and as such are considered alternatives for 
methanol for fuel and fuel additives [24,25]. Moreover, higher alcohols 
can be used as solvents for resins, fats, waxes, ethers, gums, etc. Besides, 
they can also be used as feedstock and intermediates for the production 
of various chemicals, pharmaceuticals, detergents, cosmetics, antisep-
tics, etc [26]. However, C2–4 alcohols are currently produced mainly by 
fertilization of corn and sugar cane, which is considered non-ethical 
(food versus fuel discussions), and the hydration of alkenes [27–31], 
which is typically done using fossil-based feeds. 

Therefore, sustainable methods to produce higher alcohols using 
renewable energy and resources are of great importance. Renewable 
energy generation (such as solar PV and wind power) has boomed 
worldwide, though adaptable storage technologies are required due to 
the intermittent nature of renewable energy supply. Chemical energy 

storage could be a solution, and several possibilities have been proposed 
involving the use of electrochemically generated hydrogen and renew-
able sources like CO, CO2, and N2 (methanol, ammonia, etc). An alter-
native is a conversion of CO2 to higher alcohols (Fig. 2). In principle, it 
involves three steps: (i) the generation of renewable electricity, (ii) H2 
production via electrochemical water conversion, and (iii) hydrogena-
tion of CO2 to higher alcohols using renewable H2. Alternatively, higher 
alcohols can be synthesized through electrochemical reduction of CO2; 
however, ethanol is the main product [32,33]. Thus, CO2 hydrogenation 
through thermal catalysis which enables the synthesis of C3-C4 alcohols 
with a relatively high selectivity, remains more interesting. 

The synthesis of higher alcohols from syngas has been known since 
the early 19th century, and several categories of catalysts such as Rh- and 
Mo-based, modified Fischer–Tropsch synthesis (FTS), and modified 
methanol synthesis (MS) catalysts have been developed. Meanwhile, the 
nature of the active species, the structure-performance correlation, and 
the reaction mechanism have been intensively studied [34]. Further-
more, several bench- to pilot-scale plants were built [35]. However, 
studies on the synthesis of higher alcohols from CO2 and H2 have 
received less attention, since CO2 is chemically rather inert and a 
considerable amount of energy is required to drive the conversion. 
However, the urgency to reduce CO2 emissions and the amounts of CO2 
in the atmosphere, the need to develop efficient strategies for the storage 
of renewable electricity in combination with the demand for clean fuels 
has vivified research activities on this reaction. Systematic studies date 
back to the 1980s, focusing mainly on catalyst development as well as 
uncovering the nature of active species and elucidating the reaction 
mechanism. Catalysts based on modified materials for higher alcohol 
synthesis (HAS) from syngas have been developed; however, the activity 
and selectivity are still low, and harsh reaction conditions are required. 
Moreover, the nature of the active species and the reaction mechanism 
are still not clear, leaving room for further studies. 

Many reviews have been published covering catalytic systems for the 
hydrogenation of CO to higher alcohols as well as for the hydrogenation 
of CO2 to methanol. These reviews have provided insights into CO2 
activation and higher alcohol formation [5,7,18,20,34,36–44]. Recently 
some review articles on hydrogenation of CO2 to higher alcohols have 
been published [45,46]; however, the effects and mechanisms of 
different promoters, supports, and reaction conditions have not yet been 
systematically discussed. Therefore, in this review, we provide a 
comprehensive and systematic discussion of these aspects. First, we start 
by introducing the thermodynamics of HAS from CO2 hydrogenation. It 
is worth mentioning that, under the typical HAS reaction conditions, 
hydrocarbons are the most thermodynamically stable products. 

Fig. 1. Annual CO₂ emissions from different sources. Adapted from Ref. [2] 
licensed under Creative Commons BY. 

Fig. 2. Scheme for higher alcohol synthesis from renewable energy and CO2.  
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Therefore, efficient catalysts are indispensable to suppress the formation 
of such hydrocarbons and promote alcohol formation. In literature, four 
types of catalysts are reported for higher alcohol synthesis by CO2 hy-
drogenation, namely Rh-, Cu-, Mo-, and Co-based catalysts. Hence, in 
this review, along with the deep insights into the fundamentals of the 
reaction and providing an overview of the state of the art catalysts, 
structure-performance correlations, the effects of reaction parameters, 
and the reaction mechanisms over those types of catalytic materials will 
be summarized and discussed. The catalysis part of the review is struc-
tured into five sections deal with (i) Rh-based catalysts, (ii) Cu-based 
catalysts, (iii) Mo-based catalysts, (iv) Co-based catalysts, and (v) 
other groups of catalysts. Overall, we hope this review will be beneficial 
to those entering the HAS as well as those already on the topic for future 
studies on the fundamentals of the reaction and advanced catalyst’s 
design. 

2. Thermodynamics 

Thermodynamics of chemical reactions provide essential informa-
tion on the equilibrium conversion and selectivity as a function of re-
action temperatures, (partial) pressures, and feed compositions. Table 1 
summarizes the standard Gibbs free energy change (ΔG 298 K), the 
standard enthalpy change (ΔH 298 K), and the standard equilibrium 
constant (K 298 K) of the main reactions occurring during CO2 hydro-
genation [47]. The equilibrium constants (K 298 K) for hydrocarbon 
formation (Entry 3, 15, and 16) are much larger than that for CO (Entry 
1), methanol (Entry 5), and ethanol (Entry 13) formation. For instance, 
the K 298 K for the methanation reaction (Entry 3) is in the order of 1019, 
indicating that the reaction is irreversible at these conditions. When 
considering an equilibrium composition with CO2, H2, CO, H2O, CH4, 
CH3OH, CH3OCH3, C2H5OH, CH3COOCH3, and CH3CHO under typical 

reaction conditions (i.e. 300 ◦C, 6.0 MPa, H2/CO2 = 3), CH4 is the major 
component, reaching a selectivity close to 100 %, indicating that CH4 is 
the most thermodynamically stable product. 

Efficient catalysts for HAS via CO2 hydrogenation thus should possess 
a high kinetic barrier for CH4 formation to reduce CH4 selectivity and 
increase the selectivity towards alcohols. Thermodynamics studies on 
CO2 hydrogenation for HAS without considering CH4 and other hydro-
carbons have been performed and provide important insights into 
equilibrium conversions and selectivities [48,49]. Stangeland et al. 
studied the thermodynamics of a CO2 hydrogenation system containing 
CO2, H2, alcohols, CO, and H2O under relevant conditions (i.e. 100− 400 
◦C, 0.1− 10 MPa, H2/CO2 = 1− 10) [48]. CO2 conversion and product 
selectivity for C1− 2OH and C1− 3OH are presented in Figs. 3 and 4, 
respectively. It was found that low temperatures favor CO2 conversion 
and alcohol formation thermodynamically. CO2 conversion and alcohol 
selectivity decrease with increasing temperature, because alcohols for-
mation is an exothermic reaction as indicated by the negative ΔH 298 K in 
Table 1, and because the reverse water gas shift (RWGS) reaction is 
endothermic (ΔH 298 K = 41.1 kJ/mol) leading to higher amounts of CO. 
Besides, high pressure favors alcohol synthesis because alcohol forma-
tion causes volume contraction while the RWGS is isovolumetric. When 
considering the alcohol equilibrium distribution, it appears that the 
alcohol with the highest carbon number is the major product, while 
methanol is hardly present. Therefore, in the absence of hydrocarbons, 
HAS is thermodynamically favored. Nevertheless, for efficient HAS, 
optimized catalysts are required to increase the kinetic barrier for hy-
drocarbons formation and reduce the barrier for alcohol formation and 
carbon chain propagation. Consequently, careful design and optimiza-
tion of catalytic systems is required for the selective production of higher 
alcohols. 

3. Catalyst families for CO2 hydrogenation to higher alcohols 

Four major groups of catalysts are reported for HAS by CO2 hydro-
genation, namely, Rh-, Cu-, Mo-, and Co-based materials, though indi-
vidual studies using catalytic systems based on Pt, Ru, Pd, and Au have 
also been reported. Before a discussion on the performance of these 
catalyst families, the proposed reaction pathways will be presented 
(Fig. 5). In general, the activation and hydrogenation of CO2 lead to the 
formation of C1 intermediates on the catalyst surface and/or in the gas 
phase such as CO, CO3, COOH, HCOH, and CHx. Subsequently, C2 spe-
cies may be formed by the coupling of C1 species, for example, CO/CO2/ 
CO3− CHx coupling, COOH− CHx coupling, HCOH− HCOH coupling, and 
CHx− CHx coupling. These C2 species are further hydrogenated to form 
C2 hydrocarbons and oxygenates. As illustrated in Fig. 6, higher alcohols 
may be formed through several routes. i) CO/COn* (n = 1, 2, or 3) 
species couple with CHx to form COnCHx* followed by hydrogenation to 
ethanol. ii) CHx*− CHx* coupling leads to the formation of CHxCHx* 
which is then coupled with CO/COn* species and further hydrogenated 
to propanol. Alternatively, CHxCHx* can be hydrogenated to CH2CH2 
followed by hydration to ethanol. iii) The condensation of HCOH* re-
sults in the formation of CHCOH* followed by hydrogenation to ethanol. 
iv) CH3COO* formed by CHx*− COOH* coupling can be hydrogenated to 
ethanol. Besides, the C2 intermediates can also couple with C1 in-
termediates to form C3+ products. CO− CHx coupling mechanism is 
suggested to occur over all the four categories of catalysts, while 
CO2− CHx and CO3− CHx coupling processds over Rh-based catalysts. 
Besides, a CHx− CHx mechanism is suggested for Cu-based catalysts, 
HCOH− HCOH coupling is suggested for Mo-based catalysts, and 
COOH− CHx coupling is observed over Co-based catalysts. Moreover, in 
a slurry bed reactor, the solvent has been proven to be involved in the 
reaction. Over a Pt/Co3O4 catalyst in the presence of water as a solvent, 
it was assumed that H2O protonates methanol, followed by dissociation 
into CH3*, OH*, and H* (or H2O) species on the catalyst surface, and 
CH3* participated in the carbon chain propagation. 

Table 1 
ΔG 298 K, ΔH 298 K, and K 298 K of the main reactions in CO2 hydrogenation system 
[47].  

Entry Reaction Equation △G 298 K
a 

(kJ/mol) 
△H 298 K

b 

(kJ/mol) 
K 298 K

c 

(1) CO2 + H2 ↔ CO + H2O 28.6 41.1 9.67 ×
10− 6 

(2) CO + 3H2 ↔ CH4 + H2O − 141.9 − 206.0  
(3) CO2 + 4H2 ↔ CH4 + 2H2O − 113.5 − 165.0 7.79 ×

1019 

(4) CO + 2H2 ↔ CH3OH  − 90.4  
(5) CO2 + 3H2 ↔ CH3OH + H2O 3.5 − 49.3 2.45 ×

10− 1 

(6) 2CH3OH ↔ CH3OCH3 + H2O  − 24.52  
(7) CH3OCH3 + CO ↔ 

CH3COOCH3    

(8) CH3COOCH3 + 2H2 ↔ 
C2H5OH + CH3OH    

(9) CH3OH + CO + 2H2 ↔ 
C2H5OH + H2O 

− 97.0 − 165.1  

(10) 2CH4 + H2O ↔ C2H5OH +
2H2    

(11) C2H5OH → CH3CHO + H2 ↔ 
CH4 + CO + H2    

(12) 2CO + 4H2 ↔ C2H5OH +
H2O 

− 221.1 − 253.6  

(13) 2CO2 + 6H2 ↔ C2H5OH +
3H2O 

− 32.4 − 86.7 4.70 ×
105 

(14) C2H5OH + H2O ↔ CH3COOH 
+ 2H2    

(15) 2CO2 +7H2 ↔ C2H6 + 4H2O − 78.7 − 132.1 6.26 ×
1013 

(16) 3CO2 + 10H2↔ C3H8 +

6H2O 
− 70.9 − 125.0 2.64 ×

1012 

(17) CH4 ↔ C + 2H2  74.9  
(18) 2CO ↔ CO2 + C  − 172.5  

Footnotes: aStandard Gibbs free energy change; bStandard enthalpy change: 
cStandard equilibrium constant. 
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3.1. Rh-based catalysts 

Table 2 presents the catalytic performance of representative Rh- 

based catalysts used for HAS by CO2 hydrogenation. Typically, HAS 
over Rh-based materials is performed at 240–270 ◦C, 2–5 MPa with a gas 
hourly space velocity (GHSV) of about 7000 cm3 gcat

− 1 h− 1 and an H2/CO2 

Fig. 3. (a) CO2 conversion and (b) product selectivity in CO2 hydrogenation to a mixture of C1− 2OH and CO by thermodynamic calculation. CO2/H2 = 1/3, 150− 350 
◦C, 10− 100 bar. Solid and dashed lines represent the chemical equilibrium predicted by liquid-vapor phase and gas phase thermodynamics, respectively. Reproduced 
with permission from Ref. [48]. Copyright © 2018 American Chemical Society. 

Fig. 4. Conversion and product selectivity in CO2 hydrogenation to a mixture of C1− 3OH and CO by thermodynamic calculations. CO2/H2 = 3/1, 150− 350 ◦C; (a) 
100, (b) 50, (c) 30, and (d) 10 bar. Solid and dashed lines represent the chemical equilibrium predicted by liquid-vapor phase and gas phase thermodynamics, 
respectively. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [48]. Copyright © 2018 American Chemical Society. 
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ratio ranging from 1 to 3 in continuous plug flow fixed-bed reactor 
configurations. Rh-based materials supported on different inorganic 
supports (TiO2, SiO2, CeO2, and zeolite) and with various promoters (Li, 
Mn, Fe, and Ce) have been studied. The optimized catalysts show a CO2 
conversion between 7.0–26.7 % and a C2+OH selectivity between 
1.2–83 %. Most Rh-based materials result in a low selectivity to meth-
anol (< 10 %). The selectivity of the main side products, CO and hy-
drocarbons, can be as high as 80 %. Despite optimization, the maximum 

yield of higher alcohols remains low, and the highest higher alcohol 
yield of 4.91 % was obtained using a Fe and Li promoted Rh/TiO2 
catalyst. The following sections discuss the effects of alkali metals, 
transition metals, catalyst support, catalyst precursors, and reaction 
conditions on HAS by CO2 hydrogenation over Rh-based materials 
together with the proposed reaction mechanism. 

3.1.1. Monometallic Rh-based materials 
Kusama et al. reported the use of SiO2 supported Rh (Rh/SiO2) cat-

alysts for CO2 hydrogenation [52]. Rh/SiO2 showed a high selectivity of 
99.7 % for methane and no ethanol was detected. However, Inui et al. 
found that Rh supported on a non-metal silicate having an MFI-type 
structure (Rh/non-metal silicate) partially reduced CO2 to CO with 
high selectivity of 99.4 % due to the RWGS [59,60]. A very low con-
centration of hydrocarbons and no alcohols were detected. It is proposed 
that the small Rh particles (below ~3 nm) remain oxidized during the 
reaction, hindering methanation. However, the larger Rh particles 
possess evident metallic properties that favor methanation [58,61]. 
Since CO2 can either be partially reduced to CO or fully reduced to 
hydrocarbons, these experiments show that it is possible to tailor the 
electronic state of Rh for alcohol synthesis from CO2 hydrogenation by 
controlling the particle size. 

The addition of dopants like Se and C on catalyst performance was 
investigated by Izumi et al. Rh10Se clusters supported on TiO2 (Rh10Se/ 
TiO2) were found to be active for CO2 conversion to ethanol at a rate of 
1.9 × 10− 3 mol h− 1 gcat

− 1 and selectivity of ~83 % [57,62]. Rh6C/TiO2 
possessed lower activity (0.4 × 10− 3 mol h− 1 gcat

− 1) and selectivity (10 %) 
for CO2 conversion to ethanol compared to Rh10Se/TiO2. Furthermore, 
the unpromoted Rh6/TiO2 and Rh/TiO2 produced only methane, sug-
gesting that the presence of an interstitial atom (Se or C) in the Rh 
cluster framework is important for ethanol synthesis. Among the re-
ported catalysts, Rh10Se supported on TiO2 and treated at 350 ◦C 
showed the highest activity and selectivity for ethanol synthesis. The 
short Rh–Se distance and strong interaction between Rh10 and Se 
together with considerable electron donation from Se to Rh lead to 
major changes in the electronic state of Rh. Moreover, it was shown that 
the electronic state of this catalyst is similar to those of rhodium sele-
nides (Rh3Se8 or RhSe2). Thus, a “rhodium selenide”-like electronic state 
was postulated to inhibit methane formation and to enhance ethanol 
synthesis by promoting C–C bond formation through CHx and carbonyl 
coupling on the surface to form acetate species. Thus, Rh-based catalysts 
with proper oxidation states were found to be highly active and selective 
to obtain HA from CO2. Therefore, the next section focuses on the effects 
of alkali and transition metal promoters to tailor the electronic state of 
Rh for HAS. 

3.1.2. Effects of alkali and alkaline earth metals on the performance of Rh- 
based catalysts 

Kusama et al. studied more than 30 promoters for CO2 hydrogena-
tion over Rh/SiO2 [52]. Ca, V, Mn, and Re led to enhanced CO2 

Fig. 5. Schematic representation of pathways in HAS by CO2 hydrogenation.  

Fig. 6. Schematic representation of carbon chain growth and 
alcohol formation. 

Table 2 
Representative Rh-based catalysts for HAS.  

Catalyst Ta (◦C) Pb (MPa) Rc GHSVd (cm3 gcat
− 1 h− 1) XCO2

e (%) SCO
f (%) SHC

g (%) SMeOH
h (%) SHA

i (%) YHA
j (%) 

RhFeLi/TiO2 [50] 250 3 3 6000k 15.7 12.5 53.9 2.2 31.3 4.91 
RhFe/SiO2 [51] 260 5 3 6000 26.7 19.7 34.7 29.4 16.0 4.27 
RhMnLi/SiO2 [52] 240 5 3 6000 16.1 2.4 88.6 1.3 7.7 1.24 
RhLi/SiO2 [52] 240 5 3 6000 7.0 15.7 63.5 5.2 15.5 1.09 
RhCe/SiO2 [53] 260 5 3 n.a. 14.0 22.3 64.6 7.3 5.4 0.76 
RhFe/TiO2 [54] 270 2 1 8000 9.2 28.4 63.4 1.3 6.4 0.59 
Rh/CeO2-SiO2 [55] 240 5 3 6000 8.3 33.5 51.4 8.8 6.1 0.51 
RhLi/Y [56] 250 3 3 6000 13.1 86.6 8.4 2.3 2.7 0.35 
Rh10Se/TiO2 [57] 250 4.7 2 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 83.0 0.25 l 

Rh/SiO2 [58] 260 5 3 6000 n.a. 89.3 3.3 6.0 1.2 0.75 l 

Footnotes: aReaction temperature; bReaction pressure; cH2/CO2 ratio; dGas hourly space velocity; eCO2 conversion; fSelectivity to CO; gSelectivity to hydrocarbons; 
hSelectivity to methanol; iSelectivity to higher alcohols; jYield of higher alcohols; kSpace velocity in h− 1; lTOF in min− 1. 
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conversions and the formation of some methanol, while Li, Sr, Fe, and 
Ag enhanced ethanol formation. Among them, Li promoted Rh/SiO2 
showed the highest ethanol selectivity of 15.5 %, while no ethanol was 
formed over the Li free catalyst. Bando et al. also showed positive effects 
of Li addition on HAS for CO2 hydrogenation over Li promoted zeolite 
supported Rh [56]. It was demonstrated that the CO2 conversion 
decreased with higher Li to Rh ratios (from 0 to 2.0), and the highest 
selectivity to ethanol (15.5 %) was obtained with a Li/Rh ratio of 1 with 
an ethanol/methanol selectivity ratio of 3.0. However, CH4 was still the 
main product with selectivity higher than 60 % (Fig. 7a). The addition of 
Sr also fostered the formation of methanol and ethanol with a selectivity 
of 7.6 % and 2.5 %, respectively. The other alkali and alkaline earth 
metals including Na, K, Mg, Ca, and Ba didn’t show any positive impact 
on the formation of ethanol. However, Inoue et al. reported that Na is an 
efficient promoter to enhance ethanol synthesis over RhNa/Nb2O5 and 
RhNa/TiO2, reaching an ethanol selectivity (CO free) of 5.0 % and 13.3 
%, respectively [63]. As such, conflicting information on Na promotion 
is present in the literature, which may be ascribed to the different Na 
precursors used during catalyst preparation. The counter anions of a 
carbonate-based precursor (used by Inoue et al.) can be removed to form 
a new alkali metal complex which is uniformly distributed over the 
surface under reaction conditions [64]. 

Typically, the positive effect of alkali metals on HAS over Rh-based 
catalysts is ascribed to several factors including electron donation, 
poisoning of active sites for hydrogenation, the formation of new active 
species, and the stabilization of Rh particles [56]. These factors will be 
discussed in more detail in the following.  

(i) Electron donation: Alkali metals have relatively low electron 
negativity and can donate electrons to Rh leading to a higher 
electron density at the latter. As a consequence, the back dona-
tion of electrons from the promoted metal to CO intermediates 
results in stronger metal–CO bonds. As such, the activation and/ 
or stabilization of CO are enhanced, which was speculated to 
result in improved catalyst performance. Besides, the adsorption 
mode of reactants, intermediates, and products may also change. 
CO adsorption studies provide detailed insights into the effects of 
alkali promotion on the electron density of Rh. In-situ Fourier- 
transform infrared spectrum (FTIR) of Rh(Li)/SiO2 shows two 
types of adsorbed CO species, viz. linear and bridged CO at 2040 
and 1860 cm− 1, respectively (Fig. 7b) [52]. The intensity of these 
two adsorbed species is almost the same over Li free Rh/SiO2. 
However, for RhLi/SiO2, the intensity of the bridged CO 
adsorption is higher than that of linear CO [52]. The authors 

propose that this has a strong effect on the reactivity of the Rh 
catalyst. Bridged CO appears to adsorb stronger to Rh than linear 
CO. Besides, the bridged CO occupies two Rh atoms, leaving less 
unoccupied sites for H2 adsorption and suppressing the hydro-
genation ability of the catalyst. Thus, it is hypothesized that with 
the addition of Li as a promoter, hydrogenation to CH4 is sup-
pressed and CO species can be inserted into the Rh–CH3 bond 
more easily followed by further hydrogenation to alcohols.  

(ii) Active site blockage: The addition of alkali metals can also block 
some of the active sites for H2 activation leading to decreased 
hydrogenation activity. This may have a positive impact on 
oxygenate selectivity.  

(iii) New active species: The addition of alkali metals may lead to the 
formation of new active species participating in the reaction [65]. 
Based on IR studies for unpromoted and Li promoted Rh/Y, 
Bando et al. proposed that a new Rh-Li phase is formed on the 
surface [56]. Li atoms may participate by coor-
dination/activation of oxygen in adsorbed CO2.  

(iv) Stabilization of Rh particles: It has been established that Li 
promotion can lead to stabilization of Rh particles. For instance, 
Bando et al. studied the average Rh particle size for Rh/Y in the 
absence and presence of Li [66,67]. The Rh particles, located in 
the zeolite cages, in freshly reduced Rh/Y show an average par-
ticle size of ~1.3 nm. Under CO2 hydrogenation conditions, 
atomically dispersed Rh species are formed due to the exposure of 
Rh particles to CO intermediates and the reaction with surface 
OH groups (HO–Si) (Eq. 1) as illustrated in Fig. 7c. As a result, 
the CO concentration on the surface of Rh particles is low and the 
hydrogenation of CO with the activated H on Rh particles leads to 
the formation of CH4 as the main product. In the presence of Li, 
(LiOS–i) groups are formed and it is suggested that these reduce 
the rate of the formation of atomic Rh. RhLi/Y shows a bimodal 
distribution for Rh nanoparticles with maxima at 0.8 and 3 nm. 
Therefore, the reaction as given in Eq. 1 occurs to a lesser extent 
than for unpromoted Rh/Y. As a consequence, the selectivity to 
alcohols is improved.  

[Rh]n + 2 CO + x HO–Si → [Rh]n− 1 + Rh(CO)2(O)x + x/2 H2             (1)  

3.1.3. Effects of transition metal promotion on the performance of Rh-based 
catalysts 

Transition metals including Fe, Ce, and Mn have been used to 

Fig. 7. (a) CO2 conversion and product selectivity over RhLi/SiO2 with various Li/Rh ratios [52]. (b) Linear and bridged CO adsorption over Rh [68]. (c) Proposed 
model for Rh particles stabilization by Li. Adapted with permission from Ref. [67]. Copyright © 2000 Elsevier B.V. 
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promote CO2 hydrogenation to higher alcohols over Rh-based catalysts. 
The effects of the individual promoters (Fe, Ce, and Mn) will be dis-
cussed and rationalized in the following paragraphs. 

(i) Effects of Fe: Kusama et al. studied the effects of Fe on the ac-
tivity and selectivity of ethanol synthesis by CO2 hydrogenation 
over Rh/SiO2 [51]. In the Fe/Rh ratio range of 0–3, CO2 con-
version increased with increasing Fe/Rh ratio reaching a 
maximum of 26.7 % at a Fe/Rh ratio of 2 and then decreased 
slightly at higher ratios. Alcohol selectivity showed a similar 
trend, and the highest ethanol selectivity was about 16 %. The 
addition of Fe also changes the selectivity of the reaction. The 
main product over Fe free Rh/SiO2 was CO, whereas the addition 
of a small amount of Fe (Fe/Rh = 0.1) leads to high CH4 selec-
tivity (82.9 %). However, the CH4 selectivity decreased when the 
Fe/Rh ratio was further increased. It was found that the per-
centage of Fe0 (Fe0%) is a function of the Fe/Rh ratio, and it 
decreases with higher Fe/Rh ratios as Fe is more difficult to 
reduce than Rh. With lower amounts of Fe0, CH4 selectivity 
decreased, while the selectivity to CO, methanol, and ethanol 
increased (Fig. 8a). This is suggested to be due to the promotional 
effect of Fe0 for methanation as well as the dissociation of CO* 
intermediates. Both linear and bridged CO adsorptions were 
found over RhFe/SiO2. Furthermore, as Fe0% decreases, the 
amount of bridged CO and the ethanol selectivity were found to 

increase, an indication that non-metallic Fe favors the formation 
of alcohols.  

(ii) Effects of Ce: The use of Ce as a promoter in Rh catalysts was 
shown to enhance both CO2 conversion and alcohol selectivity 
[53,55]. Kusama et al. showed that the addition of Ce increases 
the CO2 conversion to 14 % and ethanol selectivity to 5.4 %, 
compared with 3.0 % and 0.3 % over Ce free Rh/SiO2. Ce, on one 
hand, was postulated to facilitate CO2 adsorption. On the other 
hand, Ce can also increase the dispersion of Rh and the intimate 
contact between Rh and Ce, resulting in the formation of tilted CO 
intermediate species (Fig. 8b) as detected by FTIR. As a result, CO 
dissociation and CO insertion are promoted by a reduced C–O 
bond order and changes in the electron density in the vicinity of 
the carbon atom of CO [69,70], leading to higher amounts of CH4 
and ethanol. 

(iii) Effects of Mn: Kusama et al. used Mn to promote CO2 hydroge-
nation over RhLi/SiO2 [52]. At 473 K, both CO2 conversion and 
ethanol selectivity first increased and then decreased with 
increasing Mn/Rh ratios. The highest CO2 conversion (6.3 %) and 
the highest ethanol selectivity (16.1 %) were obtained at Mn/Rh 
ratio of 0.5 and 0.2, respectively. The highest ethanol yield of 
0.58 % was obtained at Mn/Rh ratio of 0.2. Mechanistic conse-
quences were not discussed. 

3.1.4. Effects of catalyst supports on the performance Rh-based catalysts 
The performance of Rh-based catalysts is highly dependent on the 

Fig. 8. (a) Correlation between Fe◦/Fe and product selectivity. The solid lines are shown for guidance only. Adapted with permission from Ref. [51]. Copyright © 
1996 Published by Elsevier Ltd. (b) Tilted CO adsorption [53]. (c) TEM (c1 and c2) and HRTEM (c3 and c4) images, and particle size distributions (inset figures) of 
RhFeLi supported on TiO2 nanorods and nanoparticles, respectively. Adapted from Ref. [50] licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial 3.0 
Unported Licence. (d) The summed selectivity to CH4 and ethanol as a function of the hydroxyl density obtained over RhFeLi supported on different TiO2 supports. 
Adapted from Ref. [50] licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial 3.0 Unported Licence. (e) Correlation between TOF and the size of Rh 
supported on SiO2. The solid lines are shown for guidance only. Adapted with permission from Ref. [78]. Copyright © The Japan Petroleum Institute. (f) Correlation 
between product selectivity and the size of Rh supported on SiO2. The solid lines are shown for guidance only. Adapted with permission from Ref. [78]. Copyright © 
The Japan Petroleum Institute. 
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nature of the support. Studies revealed that for CO hydrogenation, the 
main product for acidic supports are hydrocarbons, whereas weakly 
basic or neutral supports are best to obtain C2+ oxygenates [63,71]. 
Inoue et al. investigated the influence of catalyst supports (Nb2O5, ZrO2, 
MgO, and TiO2) on CO2 hydrogenation over supported Rh catalysts [63]. 
The main product over Rh/MgO and Rh/ZrO2 was methane, while 
methanol and a small amount of ethanol were formed over Rh/Nb2O5 
and Rh/TiO2. The latter was explained by assuming that strong 
metal-support interactions (SMSI) due to the interaction of Rh with 
easily reduced Nb2O5 and TiO2 favor methanol selectivity. Unlike for CO 
hydrogenation, the strong basic support (MgO) did not enhance meth-
anol formation for CO2 hydrogenation, indicating a different mechanism 
for methanol formation for CO and CO2 hydrogenation. Further pro-
motion of Rh/Nb2O5 and Rh/TiO2 with Na leads to higher amounts of 
ethanol, as already illustrated in Section 3.1.2. Yang et al. studied the 
effects of the number of hydroxyl groups on TiO2 on catalyst perfor-
mance for CO2 hydrogenation using Li promoted RhFe particles sup-
ported on TiO2 (i.e. RhFeLi/TiO2) [50]. Both commercial TiO2 and TiO2 
nanorods were used. The RhFeLi/TiO2 nano-rods gave a higher CO2 
conversion (~15 %) and higher ethanol selectivity (32 %) than the 
commercial TiO2. These results were explained by the higher surface 
area of TiO2 nanorods in comparison to the commercial TiO2, leading to 
a higher Rh dispersion (Fig. 8c). It was found that the selectivity to 
methane and ethanol (the total selectivity to CHx*) increases with 
increasing hydroxyl density on the surface-treated TiO2 nanorods 
(Fig. 8d). In-situ FTIR experiments showed the presence of an additional 
band at 1746 cm− 1 ascribed to the adsorbed formyl species (CHO*) for 
the RhFeLi/TiO2 nanorods. The formation of such CHO* species is 
suggested to be the rate-limiting step for ethanol synthesis [72]. Ther-
modynamically, dissociation of CHO* into CHx* is favored above CO 
formation [73–76]. Besides, the abundant hydroxyl facilitates the scis-
sion of the C–O bond in CH3O* to produce CH3*. Subsequently, a CO 
intermediate can be inserted into CH3* followed by further hydroge-
nation to form ethanol. Bando et al. also studied ion-exchanged Y-type 
zeolite supported Rh (Rh/Y) for CO2 hydrogenation [66,67,77]. Ac-
cording to the experimental results, Rh/Y showed a 10 times higher 
turnover frequency than the conventional impregnated Rh/SiO2. This 
high activity of the Rh/Y catalyst was rationalized by the authors 
considering the size of the zeolite cage, which is important in 
condensing and supplying CO2 to the Rh sites outside the cage, thus 
promoting CO2 conversion. Further promoting Rh/Y with Li enhances 
the formation of methanol and ethanol as illustrated in Section 3.1.2. 
Moreover, when using CeO2 as catalyst support higher CO2 conversion 
and ethanol selectivity was obtained compared with SiO2 [55]. These 
positive effects of CeO2 may be similar to Ce promotion as previously 
illustrated in Section 3.1.3. 

3.1.5. Effects of catalyst precursors on the performance Rh-based catalysts 
The precursors used during catalyst preparation are known to in-

fluence the morphology and size of Rh particles and as such catalyst 
performance. A study by Kusama et al. showed the effects of the use of 
different catalyst precursors for Rh-based catalysts on the performance 
of CO2 hydrogenation [58]. For this purpose, Rh/SiO2 catalysts were 
prepared with different Rh precursors (acetate (Rh-Ac/SiO2), nitrate 
(Rh-Nitr/SiO2), and chloride (Rh-Cl/SiO2)). The turnover frequency 
(TOF) of the reaction with CO2 and hydrogen was found to increase in 
the order of Rh-Nitr/SiO2 < Rh-Ac/SiO2 < Rh-Cl/SiO2. The main 
product over Rh-Ac/SiO2 and Rh-Nitr/SiO2 was CO, while Rh-Cl/SiO2 
produces mainly CH4 (with 99.8 % selectivity). A small number of al-
cohols were obtained over Rh-Ac/SiO2 (selectivity, 6.0 % methanol and 
1.2 % ethanol) and Rh-Nitr/SiO2 (selectivity, 5.4 % methanol and 0.5 % 
ethanol). These differences in activity and selectivity were ascribed to 
the differences in the average Rh particle size (Rh-Ac/SiO2 (2.82 nm) <
Rh-Nitr/SiO2 (3.27 nm) < Rh-Cl/SiO2 (5.50)). The effects of Rh particle 
size on the catalytic performance of CO2 hydrogenation were further 
studied by Kusama et al. using an Rh/SiO2 catalyst [78]. A series of 

Rh/SiO2 with a particle size ranging from 1.84 to 4.33 nm were prepared 
and tested. It was shown that the TOF decreased with increasing particle 
size (Fig. 8e). Catalysts with small Rh particle sizes produce mainly CO, 
whereas the CO selectivity decreased and the CH4 selectivity increased 
when using catalysts with larger particle sizes (Fig. 8f). Alcohols selec-
tivity versus particle size showed a volcano-like trend reaching the 
highest selectivity to methanol (~8 %) and ethanol (~2 %) at a particle 
size of 2.5 nm. To explain this trend, the amount of absorbed H2 was 
considered by the authors. It was found that higher amounts of H2 are 
adsorbed on larger Rh particles than on smaller ones. The chemisorption 
of H in the form of Rh+δ–H− δ leads to a lowering of electron density of 
Rh at higher amounts of H2 adsorbed. As a consequence, the hydroge-
nation activity of the catalyst is promoted. Bando et al. investigated the 
structure of Rh/SiO2 catalysts prepared using acetate (Rh-Ac/SiO2) and 
chloride (Rh-Cl/SiO2) precursors by in-situ extended X-ray absorption 
fine structure (EXAFS) [61]. Rh-Cl/SiO2 possesses spherical Rh particles 
while the Rh particles in Rh-Ac/SiO2 have different shapes such as 
disk-like ones. The latter was shown to be more easily oxidized when 
exposed to air, indicating a higher affinity to oxygen. It may also imply a 
high-affinity for CO2 which in turn may explain the differences in 
product selectivity. 

3.1.6. Effects of reaction conditions on the performance of Rh-based 
catalysts 

Reaction conditions are known to strongly affect the rate and 
selectivity of HAS from CO2 hydrogenation over Rh-based catalysts. 
Kusama et al. studied the effects of temperature, pressure, and H2/CO2 
ratio for a RhLi/SiO2 catalyst [52]. They observed that the CO2 con-
version increased from 3.7 % to 7.0 % when increasing the pressure from 
0.1 to 5 MPa. Besides, the formation of ethanol started to become 
evident at a pressure higher than 1 MPa. The selectivity to alcohols 
(methanol and ethanol) increased and methane selectivity decreased 
monotonously with increasing pressure reaching a maximum alcohol 
selectivity of 20.7 % with an ethanol/methanol ratio of 3.0 at 5 MPa. 
The latter was explained based on thermodynamic considerations, 
dictating that selectivity to alcohols is improved at higher pressures. A 
study by Gogate et al. also found similar effects of reaction pressure on 
CO2 hydrogenation and ethanol selectivity over RhFe/TiO2 [54]. The 
effect of reaction temperature was also investigated. With increasing 
reaction temperature from 200 to 260 ◦C, the CO2 conversion increased 
from 1.4 % to 15.7 % [52]. Besides, the selectivity to alcohols showed an 
optimum, with the highest ethanol selectivity at 240 ◦C (15.5 %). 
However, CO was shown to be the main product at low temperatures 
whereas CH4 was formed in the highest amounts at high temperatures. 
Kinetic modeling was used to determine the activation energies for 
relevant reactions. The activation energy for the overall CO2 conversion 
to alcohols, CO, and methane was estimated to be 87 kJ/mol and 121 
kJ/mol for CH4 formation, respectively, indicating that high tempera-
ture kinetically favors CH4 formation. As a result, ethanol selectivity 
decreased at high temperatures. Similar effects of temperature on 
catalyst performance were also reported for RhFe/TiO2 and Rh10Se/-
TiO2 [54,62]. Besides, the effect of the H2/CO2 ratio on reaction per-
formance was explored. It was found that CO2 conversion increased 
from 1.7 % to 13.4 % when increasing the H2/CO2 ratio from 0.6 to 9.0. 
Also, methanol and methane selectivity increased, while ethanol and CO 
selectivity decreased with increasing H2/CO2 ratio. The highest ethanol 
yield of 0.7 % (with CO2 conversion of 13.4 % and 5.5 % ethanol 
selectivity) was obtained at an H2/CO2 ratio of 9 [52]. The effect of 
weight hourly space velocity (WHSV) over Rh/TiO2 (270 ◦C, 2 MPa, 
H2/CO2 = 1) was explored by Gogate et al. [54]. The experimental re-
sults showed that CO2 conversion increased with decreasing WHSV, and 
the product selectivity was fairly independent of conversion level. 

3.1.7. Proposed reaction mechanism over Rh-based catalysts 
Several reaction mechanisms have been proposed for HAS over Rh- 

based catalysts and debate is ongoing. The proposed mechanisms can 
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mainly be categorized into two classes, namely i) higher alcohols formed 
via direct CO2 hydrogenation without CO as an intermediate and ii) 
higher alcohols formed through CO (either from the bulk gas phase or an 
adsorbed form generated by the RWGS) hydrogenation. 

Kusama et al. employed FTIR experiments under a CO2-H2 atmo-
sphere to gain insights into the mechanism of HAS. Adsorbed CO species 
were observed on the surface of RhLi/SiO2 [52]. Besides, CO was also 
detected as a byproduct, and based on these findings, it was concluded 
that CO plays a role. Inoue et al. compared the performance of several 
Rh-based catalysts for CO and CO2 hydrogenation [63]. The obtained 
products from CO2 hydrogenation were mostly methane and methanol, 
whereas C2+ hydrocarbons and ethanol from C–C bond-forming re-
actions were hardly detected. However, higher amounts of C2+ hydro-
carbons and ethanol were formed over the same catalysts when CO2 was 
replaced by CO. Besides, similar intermediates were observed on the 
surface of the alkali metal promoted Rh catalysts giving ethanol for both 
CO and CO2 hydrogenations. Based on these findings, the authors pro-
pose that, under the experimental conditions reported, CO2 is hydro-
genated to methanol and ethanol with CO as a clear intermediate, 
formed e.g. by the RWGS [51,53,56,57,67,78]. 

As stated above, one of the mechanistic proposals assumes that CO is 
a key intermediate and may be formed by the RWGS. Since the rate of 
C–C bond formation in CO2 hydrogenation is typically lower than in CO 
hydrogenation over Rh-based catalysts [79–81], gas-phase CO seems to 
be important for C–C bond formation. However, Bando et al. excluded 
an effect of gas-phase CO on ethanol formation by adding CO in the feed 
gas over Rh/Y and RhLi/Y catalysts [56]. They expected that ethanol 
formation would be enhanced for Rh/Y due to the existence of high 
amounts of methyl species. However, it was found that ethanol forma-
tion was enhanced significantly over the RhLi/Y after CO addition, 
whereas the product distribution was hardly affected. Thus, the authors 
excluded an ex-situ insertion of CO from the gas-phase to methyl species. 
Moreover, Kusama et al. proposed a mechanism for HAS through 
adsorbed CO intermediates (Fig. 9a) [52]. They suggested that adsorbed 
CO species form on the surface of the catalyst through the RWGS. Then, 
the adsorbed CO species are either desorbed to form gaseous CO or 
hydrogenated to methanol. Besides, adsorbed CO can also be hydroge-
nated to form methyl species on the catalyst surface, leading to the 
formation of CH4 upon hydrogenation, while the insertion of adsorbed 
CO into the methyl species results in the formation of acyl species. 
Finally, ethanol is formed by further hydrogenation of the acyl groups. 

Bando et al. further proposed a dual-site mechanism for ethanol syn-
thesis over RhLi/SiO2 (Fig. 9b) [56]. They proposed that Li promotion 
creates two types of active sites (i.e. Li free and Li modified sites). A Li 
free Rha site is responsible for the rapid conversion of CO2 to methyl 
(Rha− CH3) species with a reactive terminal CO species (Rha− CO) as the 
intermediate. Likewise, Li modified Rhb is responsible for CO2 adsorp-
tion in the form of a η2-type (Rhb− CO2) and stabilization of adsorbed CO 
(Rhb− CO). FTIR study proved that CO2 activation on the Rhb surface is 
preferable to Rha. Besides, the insertion of CO* into CH3* led to the 
formation of acyl species which finally desorb as ethanol. CO added in 
the CO2-H2 feed works as a source for methyl formation (Rha− CH3) 
instead of CO insertion. Yang et al. were able to observe the formation of 
adsorbed CHO* and CH3O* over the RhFeLi/TiO2 catalyst and suggested 
that CHx* may be formed by CHO* and CH3O* dissociation [50]. 

Izumi et al. proposed another possible mechanism for ethanol syn-
thesis from CO2 hydrogenation over RhSe10/TiO2 which does not pro-
ceed via CO as an intermediate (Fig. 9c) [57,62,82]. They found that 
adsorbed bidentate carbonate species were formed on both RhSe10/TiO2 
and TiO2. The study also showed acetate species on the surface of 
Rh10Se/TiO2. Besides, from the in-situ FTIR studies, the intensities of 
CH3* and CH2* signals were proportional to the rate of ethanol forma-
tion, while the intensities of the CO* stretching bands were weak sug-
gesting that CO* was not present in large numbers on the surface of 
RhSe10/TiO2. Based on these findings, it is postulated that adsorbed 
CO2* on Rh10Se particles can be hydrogenated to CO* and CHx*; though 
the rate of the conversion to CO is very low. The CH3* or CH2* on Rh10Se 
may first react with CO3* formed on the TiO2 support or with CO2* 
forming acetate followed by hydrogenation to ethanol on Rh sites. This 
suggests that CO2 hydrogenation to HAS occurred at the metal/support 
interface, which hypothesis is increasingly investigated in the recent 
literature of CO2 hydrogenation [83,84]. 

3.2. Cu-based catalysts 

Cu-based materials are known to be efficient catalysts for methanol 
synthesis [5,85–100] and the RWGS [101–110]. Table 3 summarizes the 
catalytic performance of representative Cu-based catalysts for CO2 
conversion to higher alcohols. Typical reaction conditions used are 
300–350 ◦C, 3.0–8.0 MPa, 3600–20,000 h− 1, and an H2/CO2 ratio of 3.0 
in continuous setups. Cu-based materials promoted by Zn, Fe, K, Pa, Ga, 
and Co were also reported as potential catalysts for HAS from CO2. 

Fig. 9. (a) CO insertion mechanism for ethanol synthesis. Adapted with permission from Ref. [52]. Copyright © 1996 Published by Elsevier B.V. (b) CO insertion 
mechanism for ethanol synthesis over dual Rh site. Adapted with permission from Ref. [56]. Copyright © 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. (c) CHx− CO3/ CO2 coupling 
mechanism for ethanol synthesis over Rh10Se/TiO2. Adapted with permission from Ref. [82] licensed under Creative Commons. 
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However, these materials possess a high selectivity to either CO or hy-
drocarbons. When considering the entries in Table 3, it is evident that 
the selectivity to (CO + hydrocarbons) is the highest for all catalysts and 
ranges from 52.0 % to 93.6 %. The selectivity to methanol is below 18 %, 
while that to C2+ alcohols ranges from 1.3 % to 31.9 %. The C2+OH yield 
is between 0.36 % and 13.51 %, with a CuZnFeK catalyst giving the best 
results. Some studies have reported the use of an anhydrous THF solvent 
in combination with a Zr12-bpdc-CuCs catalyst (CuCs nanocrystals sup-
ported on metal-organic framework, UiO-66) at low temperature (< 100 
◦C) in a slurry batch reactor and in this case, an impressive ethanol 
selectivity of 99 % and yield of 40.04 % were observed. In the following 
sections, the effect of alkali metals, transition metals, and reaction 
conditions, as well as the reaction mechanism when using Cu-based 
catalysts will be discussed. 

3.2.1. Effects of alkali metals on the performance of Cu-based catalysts 
Takagawa et al. found that CO2 hydrogenation over a CuZn catalyst 

without alkali metal promotion produces mainly CO and methanol, and 
C2+ oxygenates or hydrocarbons were not detected [112]. Guo et al. 
observed a very small amount of the C2+ alcohols (selectivity, 0.37 %) in 
CO2 hydrogenation over a similar CuZn catalyst; however, the main 
products were still CO and methanol [115]. Promotion of CuZn with K 
was shown to enhance the formation of C2+ alcohols (Fig. 10a). When 
increasing the K/Cu ratio from 0 to 0.3, CO2 conversion was increased 
first but then decreased and reached a maximum of 27.6 % at a K/Cu 
ratio of 0.23 with CO as the main product. A similar trend was found for 
mixed alcohols (incl. methanol), with a maximum at a K/Cu ratio of 
0.15. The formation of ethanol was also enhanced by the addition of K, 
and the C2+OH/C1OH ratio over the optimized K promoted catalyst was 
much higher (0.39) than that for the K free catalyst (0.067). The 
experimentally observed best catalytic performance for HAS when using 
a K/Cu ratio of 0.15, is thus likely due to i) an optimum deposition and 
dispersion of CuO on ZnO, ii) an easier reduction of Cu, and iii) 
enhanced interaction between CuO and ZnO. However, too high 
amounts of K may cover the Cu surface and weaken the synergetic effects 
between ZnO and CuO, thus resulting in lower CO2 conversion. In 
addition to the advantages discussed above, K was also suggested to 
neutralize the catalyst surface acidity for CuZnFeZrO catalysts. This will 
lead to a higher number of catalytic centers for HAS and lower amounts 
of H* on the surface, and as such lead to reduced amounts of hydro-
carbons [114]. 

Moreover, An et al. described a metal-organic framework (MOF) 
with cooperative Cu sites on a Zr12 cluster for selective CO2 hydroge-
nation to ethanol [116]. They propose that an intimate Cu-Cu pair forms 
an active site and is responsible for ethanol synthesis (Fig. 11). The 
addition of an alkali metal was found to further enhance ethanol for-
mation. The promotional effect on ethanol selectivity increases in the 
order of Li < Na < K < Cs (from 66.3 % to > 99 %). This trend was 

rationalized by considering the effect of the cation on the oxidation state 
of Cu. Cs+ is considered a much better electron-donor than Li+ leading to 
an electron-richer Cu center in the presence of Cs. Such an electron-rich 
Cu site was proposed to be beneficial for HAS as it promotes the 
oxidative addition of hydrogen, forming a CuII–H− . Besides, 
electron-rich Cu centers are expected to facilitate formyl formation from 
a CH2O2 intermediate due to the increasing basicity of an oxygen atom 
coordinated on Cu. These intermediate formyl species are thought to be 
key intermediates for the coupling with methanol to form a C–C bond, 
ultimately leading to ethanol. 

3.2.2. Effects of the addition of transition metals on the performance of Cu- 
based catalysts 

The effects of transition metals including Zn, Fe, Cr, Co, Mo, Pd, and 
Ga on Cu-based catalysts for CO2 hydrogenation to higher alcohols were 
studied by different research groups. The results for the individual 
promoters will be discussed separately in the following paragraphs.  

(i) Effects of Zn: Guo et al. investigated the effects of ZnO promotion 
over a CuK catalyst for CO2 hydrogenation [115]. An optimum 

Table 3 
Representative Cu-based catalysts for HAS.  

Catalyst Ta (◦C) Pb (MPa) Rc GHSVd (h− 1) XCO2
e (%) SCO

f (%) SHC
g (%) SMeOH

h (%) SHA
i (%) YHA

j (%) 

CuZnFeK [111] 300 6.0 3.0 5000 42.3 6.9 56.4 4.7 31.9 13.51 
CuZnFeK [112] 300 7.0 3.0 5000 44.2 5.9 46.1 2.0 26.9k 11.89 
Pd-GaCuZnAlK-CuFeAlK [113] 330 8.0 3.0 20000 54.5 9.7 64.5 5.2 17.0 9.27 
PdGaCuZnAlK-CuFeAlK [59] 330 8.0 3.0 20000 47.0 12.3 62.8 5.84 19.1k 8.98 
CuZnFeZrK [114] 320 3.0 3.0 3600 25.5 53.1 23.6 14.3 8.9 2.27 
CuZnK/CuFeCoK [115] 350 6.0 3.0 5000 32.4 45.3 42.9l 5.3 6.5 2.11 
CuZnK [111] 300 6.0 3.0 5000 25.1 80.4 8.7 6.9 4.0 1.0 
CuFeCoK [115] 350 6.0 3.0 5000 19.98 71.38 22.2l 2.4 4.0 0.80 
CuZnK [115] 350 6.0 3.0 5000 27.2 84.3 8.2l 6.2 1.33 0.36 
CuZnFeZrO2K [114] 320 3.0 3.0 3600 24.2 29.6 50.3 17.9 2.2 0.53 
Zr12-bpdc-CuCs [116] 100 4 3.0 -m 52 n.a. n.a. n.a. > 99 >40.04 
Zr12-bpdc-CuCs [116] 85 35 0.17 -m 2.7 n.a. n.a. n.a. > 99 >2.67 

Footnotes: aReaction temperature; bReaction pressure; cH2/CO2 ratio; dGas hourly space velocity; eCO2 conversion; fSelectivity to CO; gSelectivity to hydrocarbons; 
hSelectivity to methanol; iSelectivity to higher alcohols; jYield of higher alcohols; kC2+ oxygenates are included; lOxygenates are included; m10 mg catalyst in 10 ml 
THF for 10 h. 

Fig. 10. STY of alcohols and C2+OH/C1OH ratio over K promoted CuZn [115].  
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Zn/Cu ratio in the range 0.5–2.0 was observed concerning CO2 
conversion, though with CO as the main product (selectivity > 73 
%). The selectivity to mixed alcohols (incl. methanol) was inde-
pendent of the Zn/Cu ratio (i.e. 6.23–7.56 %); however, the 
C2+OH/C1OH ratio increased significantly from 0.19 to 0.8. This 
promotional effect of Zn was ascribed to a change in the disper-
sion of Cu species. High dispersion of Cu leads to an increase in 
surface area of Cu and facilitates intimate contact between Cu 
and Zn, thus enhancing the required change in the oxidation state 
of the Cu surface (Cu0 ↔ CuI) for CO2 activation [117].  

(ii) Effects of Fe: Fe-based catalysts are known to be efficient for CO2 
conversion and C–C bond formation [63,118–132,16]. For 
instance, FeK oxides used in Fischer-Tropsch synthesis are known 
to convert CO2 to hydrocarbons, CO, and alcohols. Thus, the 
addition of Fe to a CuZnK catalyst should be beneficial for HAS 
[111]. As shown in Fig. 12, the CuZnK catalyst without Fe mainly 
produces CO with high selectivity of 80.4 %. The selectivity to 
alcohols was only 10.91 % with a low C2+OH/C1OH ratio of 0.57. 
Upon the incorporation of Fe in the catalyst formulation, the 
selectivity to CO was lowered, and the selectivity to alcohols and 
hydrocarbons significantly increased. The highest alcohol selec-
tivity (36.67 %) and C2+OH/C1OH ratio (6.76) were obtained at a 
Fe/Cu ratio of 0.5. Moreover, higher levels of Fe promotion lead 
to a decrease in both alcohol selectivity and the C2+OH/C1OH 
ratio. Such positive effects of Fe addition to CuZnK catalysts were 
also reported by Takagawa et al. [112]. Several explanations 
have been put forward to explain this effect. For instance, it has 
been proposed that Fe facilitates the reduction of CuO and 
CuFe2O4. Also, it was shown by N2 physisorption and XRD that 
the presence of Fe enhances the dispersion of Cu species on ZnO, 
which is known to promote CO formation through the RWGS 
reaction. Besides, evidence was provided that Fe forms a strong 
bond with Zn which facilitates the dispersion and reduction of 
ZnFe2O4 spinels to iron carbides, which are known to promote CO 
conversion and carbon chain growth.  

(iii) Effects of Pd and Ga: Pd and Ga were also used as promoters to 
enhance HA yields over CuFeAlK-CuZnAlK catalysts [59,60,113]. 
The Pd and Ga free CuFeAlK-CuZnAlK were shown to give an 
ethanol selectivity of 15.8 % and an ethanol space-time yield 
(STY) of 321 g Lcat

− 1 h− 1. Upon Pd promotion, the selectivity and 
STY for ethanol increased (selectivity, 17.4 %, and a STY of 420 g 
Lcat
− 1 h− 1). For Ga, the selectivity was increased to 17.0 %, and a 

STY of 476 g Lcat
− 1 h− 1 was reported. These promotional effects of 

Pd and Ga are ascribed to hydrogen spillover and inverse 

spillover of Pd and Ga, respectively. By changing the particle size 
of Pd to tailor its metallic properties and changing the loading of 
Ga, the level of (inverse) hydrogen spillover can be controlled. 
Accordingly, the catalyst allows for optimum performance with 
high ethanol selectivity and STY because the desired reduced 
state of the catalyst can be obtained.  

(iv) Effects of Co and Mo: Kieffer et al. prepared a copper-rare earth 
oxide (i.e. Cu-La2Zr2O7) catalyst with a cubic pyrochlore struc-
ture for alcohol synthesis from CO2 [133]. CO2 was mainly con-
verted to methanol and CO when using this catalyst. The addition 
of Co and Mo led to a reduction in the formation of methanol and 
CO, giving methane as the main product together with some C2+
hydrocarbons and alcohols. It was hypothesized that Co is 
essential for carbon chain growth whereas Mo addition increases 
the rate of hydrogenation reactions [134]. 

Fig. 11. Schema of ethanol formation over Cu-Cu dual-site. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [116]. Copyright © 2019, Springer Nature.  

Fig. 12. CO2 conversion, product selectivity, and C2+OH/C1OH ratio over Fe 
promoted CuZnK catalysts [111]. 
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(v) Effects of Cr: Cr was shown to enhance the stability of CuZnFeK 
catalysts and stable operation was achieved in a continuous set- 
up for more than 150 h on stream [135]. In contrast, though 
CuZnFeK is active for CO2 conversion to ethanol, the activity of 
this catalyst decreases fast under reaction conditions due to the 
segregation of active spinel components to FeCO3, ZnO, and Cu. It 
was proposed that Cr stabilizes the catalytically active spinel 
structure and prevents segregation leading to a longer catalyst 
life. 

3.2.3. Mixtures with Cu as one of the catalyst components for HAS 
Several studies have been reported on the use of reactor configura-

tions with either a well-mixed blend of catalysts or two spatially sepa-
rated (Cu- and Fe-) based catalyst for HAS by CO2 hydrogenation [59,60, 
113,115]. This has been reported to have a marked influence on activity 
and selectivity [16,136–138]. For instance, Inui et al. used a combina-
tion of Pd and Ga modified CuZnAlK and CuFeAlK catalysts [59,60,113]. 
The former is a commonly used catalyst for methanol synthesis giving 
mainly CO and methanol when using CO2 as the feed. The Fe-based 
catalyst CuFeAlK is known to convert CO2 to mainly hydrocarbons 
(with selectivity up to 64.9 %) as well as considerable amounts of 
ethanol and methanol. Reactions were carried out with Pd and Ga 
modified CuZnAlK (PdGaCuZnAlK) and CuFeAlK, either as a blend or in 
a dual catalytic bed. As presented in Fig. 13, the well-mixed blend of 
catalysts showed a high CO2 conversion of 47.0 % with hydrocarbons as 
the main product (selectivity of 62.8 %) as well as a high ethanol 
selectivity of 17.4 %. Using a dual bed system, a lower CO2 conversion 
and ethanol selectivity were obtained compared to the blend. Unfortu-
nately, a clear explanation to explain this phenomenon was not 
reported. 

Other studies using this concept have been reported as well. For 
instance, the use of a well-mixed blend of CuZnK and CuFeCoK [115] 
lead to a thermal coupling effect between the RWGS and CO hydroge-
nation [139]. This coupling between the endothermic RWGS (over 
CuZnK or PdGaCuZnAlK) and exothermic CO hydrogenation (CuFeCoK 
or CuFeAlK) leads to a peculiar temperature profile in the reactor (e.g. an 

isothermal reaction zone) which may influence the activity, selectivity, 
and stability of the catalyst. On the other hand, the proximity of both 
catalysts may benefit the conversion of CO and methanol produced over 
CuZnK and PdGaCuZnAlK to the surface of CuFeCoK and CuFeAlK, 
leading to enhanced formation of C2+ hydrocarbons and alcohols. 

3.2.4. Effects of reaction conditions on the performance of Cu-based 
catalysts 

The effects of reaction conditions on CO2 hydrogenation over Cu- 
based catalysts were examined by different research groups. The CO2 
conversion was found to increase with increasing temperature (200–350 
◦C) when using a CuZnFeK catalyst [112]. The product distribution was 
also temperature-dependent. Below 250 ◦C, CO was the main oxygen-
ated product whereas CO formation was suppressed above 250 ◦C, and 
ethanol formation became dominant. At 300 ◦C, the highest ethanol 
selectivity of ~20 % was obtained. Higher temperatures led to lower 
ethanol selectivity. Besides, methanol selectivity was found to be lower 
than 5 % in the investigated temperature range. The effect of GHSV was 
also studied over the same catalyst and it was observed that when 
increasing GHSV from 2000 to 20,000 h− 1, CO2 conversion decreased 
slightly, while the selectivity to CO and ethanol remained almost con-
stant. Consequently, the STY of ethanol was increased at higher GHSV 
and reached a maximum of 290 g Lcat

− 1 h− 1 at a GHSV of 20,000 h− 1. 
Moreover, the methanol selectivity was very low in the reported range of 
GHSVs. Likewise, Yamamoto et al. also studied the effects of GHSV on 
the conversion of CO2 to alcohols over Pd and Ga modified Cu/Fe- based 
catalysts (i.e. Pd-FeCuAlK-GaCuZnAlK) [59,113]. Based on their exper-
imental results, an increase in the GHSV from 10,000 to 70,000 h− 1 

results in a decrease in the conversion of CO2 to hydrocarbons and al-
cohols, while the CO selectivity increases. The possible reason for this 
trend is that at high GHSV values (low residence time) further hydro-
genation of the intermediate CO to hydrocarbons and alcohols is 
occurring to a lesser extent. The effect of GHSV on the STY for ethanol 
was also investigated using PdGaCuZnFeAlK, GaCuZnFeAlK, and 
PdCuZnFeAlK catalysts (Fig. 14). When increasing the GHSV for 

Fig. 13. CO2 conversion and product selectivity using dual Cu- and Fe- based 
catalysts. A: PdGaCuZnAlK and CuFeAlK spatially separated in a dual-bed, B: A 
well-mixed blend of PdGaCuZnAlK and CuFeAlK [59]. 

Fig. 14. The effects of GHSV on ethanol STY over PdGaCuZnFeAlK, GaCuZn-
FeAlK, and PdCuZnFeAlK. Adapted with permission from Ref. [59]. Copyright 
© 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. 
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PdGaCuZnFeAlK and PdCuZnFeAlK from 20,000 to 70,000 h− 1, the STY 
for ethanol showed a maximum at a GHSV of about 50,000 h− 1. The Ga 
doped catalyst performed slightly better than the unpromoted one. A 
different profile was found for the Pd free GaCuZnFeAlK catalyst. For 
this catalyst, a close to linear relation was found between the GHSV and 
STY. At low GHSV, the catalyst shows the lowest STY of all catalysts, 
though the highest STY at the highest GHSV in the range. A possible 
explanation is given by the authors and they propose that when using 
PdGaCuZnFeAlK and PdCuZnFeAlK at high GHSV values, thus at a low 
conversions, relatively high amounts of hydrogen are present in the gas 
phase. This leads to more effective hydrogen spillover through Pd. 
Accordingly, the catalyst surface becomes more reductive and this will 
retard alcohol formation. 

3.2.5. Proposed reaction mechanism for Cu-based catalysts 
Several reaction mechanisms have been proposed for alcohol syn-

thesis from CO2 hydrogenation over Cu-based materials. However, 
dedicated mechanistic studies involving reaction intermediates and 
active sites have not been provided yet. There is an indication that 
ethanol may be formed directly from CO2 as well as from CO, and that 
CO is more reactive than CO2 (Fig. 15). For example, Takagawa et al. 

[112] found that methanol selectivity is low and independent of the 
GHSV in CO2 hydrogenation over CuZnFeAl, indicating that methanol is 
likely not the intermediate product for ethanol formation. Moreover, 
partial replacement of CO2 by CO in the feed gas did not change the 
selectivity to methanol, ethanol, and hydrocarbons (C1–C5). However, 
the total yield of the products increased at higher CO contents in the feed 
gas. Besides, CO selectivity remained very low in the GHSV range of 
2000–20,000 h− 1 during CO2 hydrogenation. A study by Guo et al. also 
suggested that CO is an intermediate for HAS when using 
CuZnK-CuZnFeK [115]. Furthermore, Yamamoto et al. [59,113] found 
that CO selectivity increased with higher GHSV over 
Pd-CuFeAlK-GaCuZnAlK. They also observed that the selectivity to 
methanol, ethanol, and hydrocarbons decreased, suggesting that CO is 
an intermediate for both alcohols and hydrocarbons. Longer contact 
times (shorter GHSVs) were found to be beneficial for CO conversion. 
Besides, a significant decrease in ethylene in the C2 hydrocarbons frac-
tion combined with high ethanol formation rates suggests that ethanol is 
formed by the hydration of ethylene (Fig. 15). 

Li et al. also proposed a reaction mechanism when using CuZnFeK 
catalysts [111]. They assume that CuZnFeK is active for the RWGS re-
action producing CO while Cu and Fe carbides, formed from CuFe2O4 
and ZnFe2O4 solid solutions, respectively, are active for CO2 hydroge-
nation. Specifically, Fe carbides were reported to be the active sites for 
CO dissociation, carbon-chain propagation, and hydrogenation, while 
Cu sites were responsible for associative CO adsorption and alcohol 
formation. As presented in Fig. 15, carbon chain growth was proposed to 
occur through CHx* addition forming a metal-alkyl group (CnHz*), 
which upon further hydrogenation results in the formation of hydro-
carbons. Besides, adsorbed CO* can insert into a metal–nCnHz bond via 
surface migration over a short distance between Fe and Cu sites followed 
by further hydrogenation leading to the formation of Cn+1OH [38]. A 
similar reaction mechanism for alcohols and hydrocarbons formation 
from CO2 hydrogenation over Co-Mo promoted CuLa2Zr2O7 was also 
proposed by Kieffer et al. [133]. 

Furthermore, An et al. also proposed a mechanism for ethanol syn-
thesis over an alkali metal-doped Cu-based metal-organic framework 
catalyst (Zr12-bpdc-Cu) by tracking reaction intermediates [116]. Alkali 
metal-doped Zr12-bpdc-Cu was shown to be highly active when using a 
solvent (THF) and combined reasonable CO2 conversion (52 %) with 
high ethanol selectivity (> 99 %, see Table 3). A Li promoted catalyst Fig. 15. Mechanism of HAS over Cu-based catalysts [38,111,133].  

Fig. 16. Mechanism of alcohol formation over a Cu-Cu dual-site. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [116]. Copyright © 2019, Springer Nature.  
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(Zr12-bpdc-CuLi) was used to study the mechanism. CuI centers 
appeared to be the active sites for ethanol synthesis, while CuII was 
inactive. It appears that the presence of intimate CuI–CuI centers which 
are stabilized by the MOF framework, are crucial for catalytic activity. 

Ethanol was the main product from formaldehyde hydrogenation, 
indicating that formyl species are involved in ethanol formation, which 
was also proven by CH3I trapping experiments. Besides, the catalyst is 
inactive for the hydrogenation of methanol in THF, excluding the for-
mation of ethanol through methanol homologation. However, when CO2 
+ H2 +

13CH3OH were used as substrates, the 13C label was present in 
the ethanol (13CH3

12CH2OH) formed, indicating that methanol partici-
pates in ethanol formation. Kinetic studies revealed that the apparent 
activation energies for methanol (90.6 kJ mol− 1) and ethanol (91.4 kJ 
mol− 1) are similar, implying that the rate-determining step in the cat-
alytic cycle occurs before C–C bond formation. Moreover, character-
ization of the used catalysts proved that Cu is mainly in the CuI form and 
not as CuII–H− ⋅ This suggests that H2 activation is the rate-determining 
step in the catalytic cycle (Fig. 16). The reaction probably starts with H2 
activation on CuI–CuI sites forming (Cu2+–H− )2 followed by CO2 hy-
drogenation to methanol and formyl species. Then, carbon chains grow 
through a nucleophilic attack on the carbon of methanol by a formyl 
which might be stabilized by the alkali cation, resulting in CH3CHO 
formation. Finally, reductive elimination leads to the formation of 
methanol, ethanol, and H2O as well as the regeneration of CuI–CuI. The 
hydrogen required for the reaction can be supplied by either H spillover 
from adjacent Cu sites or the transfer of intermediates among different 
catalytic sites. 

3.3. Mo-based catalysts 

Mo-based catalysts in the form of sulfides, oxides, and carbides and 
promoted by K, Na, Co, Fe, and Ir have been studied for HAS under 
typical reaction conditions of 200–340 ◦C, 2.0–10.4 MPa, an H2/CO2 
ratio of 1–5, and GHSVs between 1200–9000 cm3 gcat

− 1 h− 1 in continuous 
plug flow fixed-bed reactor configurations (Table 4). CO2 conversions 
were found in the range from 3 % to 32 %, whereas CO and hydrocar-
bons are typically the main products. The reported selectivity towards 
alcohols is relatively low and for example, ethanol selectivity over Mo- 
based catalysts is below 6.0 %. The highest C2+OH yield reported so far 
is only 1.92 % by using CoMoS. Besides gas-phase reactions, CO2 hy-
drogenation in the presence of 1,4-dioxane as solvent was also studied in 
a slurry batch reactor (Table 4), showing a relatively high alcohol 
selectivity (25 % for ethanol). This suggests the potential of a more 
engineering approach to tune product selectivity. The effects of alkali 
metals, transition metals, catalyst support, and reaction conditions on 
alcohol synthesis from CO2 hydrogenation over Mo-based catalysts will 
be discussed in the following sections. 

3.3.1. Monometallic Mo-based catalysts 
Mo-based materials are known to be active for both higher alcohol 

synthesis from syngas and the RWGS reaction [34,146–159], therefore, 
they are considered also as suitable catalysts for HAS from CO2. Calafat 
et al. tested MoO3 for CO2 hydrogenation and only detected hydrocar-
bons (i.e. mainly methane) [143]. Moreover, Kishida et al. found that 
Mo/SiO2 (reduced at 400 ◦C in H2) gave a low CO2 conversion of only 
about 0.5 %, with methanol as the main product (selectivity, 65.7 %), 
together with hydrocarbons (selectivity, 13.3 %), and CO (selectivity, 
19.2 %), while no ethanol was formed [141]. On the other hand, 
Mo/SiO2 activated in a CO/H2 mixture showed a selectivity (CO free) to 
hydrocarbons of 75.2 %, 22.1 % for methanol, and 2.8 % for C2+OH 
[160]. Mo2C was also investigated and a CO2 conversion of 4.6 % was 
obtained with hydrocarbons and CO as the main products, though some 
methanol (selectivity of 17.7 %) and ethanol (selectivity 0.8 %) were 
formed [161]. Similar results were also found over α-MoC1− x and 
β-MoCy under comparable reaction conditions [144]. Chen et al. further 
studied CO2 hydrogenation over Mo2C using 1,4-dioxane as the solvent 
in a slurry batch reactor [145]. At these conditions, relatively high 
selectivity to methanol (about 53 %) and ethanol (16 %) was obtained. 
Additionally, MoS2/AC mainly produced CO and hydrocarbons with a 
low amount of C2+ alcohols [142]. Thus, it can be concluded that 
Mo-based materials alone are not efficient for HAS. Improvements were 
reported by promotion with (alkali) metals, the use of supports, and 
process conditions, and these strategies are discussed in the following 
sections. 

3.3.2. Effects of alkali metals on the performance of Mo-based catalysts 
The promotional effect of alkali metals on Mo-based catalysts for 

HAS by CO2 hydrogenation was investigated in detail by several 
research groups. Among these studies, Tatsumi et al. focused on the 
effects of different alkali metals (K2CO3, KF, KCl, LiCl, and NaCl) on 
alcohol synthesis over Mo/SiO2 (activated in a CO/H2 mixture at 250 ◦C) 
[160]. Based on the results obtained, KCl was shown to be the most 
effective promoter. The addition of KCl was found to increase the rate of 
alcohol and hydrocarbon formation from 26.4 to 34.1 × 10− 2 mmol gcat

− 1 

h− 1 (carbon-based) with the selectivity to C2+ alcohols (CO free) 
increasing from 2.8 % to 64.9 %. Furthermore, the positive effects of K as 
promoter were also observed for Co-Mo oxide and Co-Mo sulfide systems 
[142,143,162]. The addition of K to β-CoMoO4 and α-CoMoO4 by me-
chanically mixing led to a decrease in CO2 conversion, though enhanced 
production of alcohols together with a higher ethanol selectivity (CO 
free) compared to catalyst without K addition (Fig. 17). Besides, the 
addition of K to (Co)Mo sulfide shifts the main products from hydro-
carbons to CO and alcohols resulting in a higher selectivity (CO free) to 
alcohols and C2+ alcohols [142,162]. 

Generally, the effect of alkali metals is attributed to several factors. 
These include: 

Table 4 
Representative Mo-based catalysts for HAS.  

Catalyst Ta (◦C) Pb (MPa) Rc GHSVd (cm3 gcat
− 1 h− 1) XCO2

e (%) SCO
f (%) SHC

g (%) SMeOH
h (%) SHA

i (%) YHA
j (%) 

CoMoS [140] 340 10.4 3 0.43k 32 57.5 16.5 20.0 6.0 1.92 
CoMoS [140] 310 10.4 3 0.43k 28 58.5 6.1 31 4.4 1.23 
IrMo/SiO2 [141] 200 4.9 2 2000l 11.9 15.9 67.8 9.6 6.1 0.73 
KMoCoS-AC [142] 320 5.0 3 3000 8.1 69.8 12.2 13.2 4.8 0.39 
α-CoMoO4/K [143] 250 3 1 1200 7.2 27.8 31.6 35.7 4.8 0.35 
β-MoCy [144] 200 2 5 ~9000 6 39 36 21 3m 0.18 
α-MoC1− x [144] 200 2 5 ~9000 3 52 14 28 4m 0.12 
Co/Mo2C [145] 200 4 3 -n 35o 9.5 17.1 46 25 n.a. 
Fe/Mo2C [145] 200 4 3 -n 38o 6.8 18.6 58 16 n.a. 
Mo2C [145] 200 4 3 -n 20o 4.9 25.8 53 16 n.a. 

Footnotes: aReaction temperature; bReaction pressure; cH2/CO2 ratio; dGas hourly space velocity; eCO2 conversion; fSelectivity to CO; gSelectivity to hydrocarbons; 
hSelectivity to methanol; iSelectivity to higher alcohols; jYield of higher alcohols; kGHSV in the unit of g gcat

− 1 h− 1; lGHSV in the unit of h− 1; mC2+ oxygenates are 
included; n200 mg catalyst in 37.5 ml 1,4-dioxane for 2 h; oTOF of CO2 conversion in the unit of s− 1 × 104. 
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(i) Poisoning of acid sites: the addition of K by mechanical mixing 
is proposed to result in either an alkali overlayer in the case of 
α-CoMoO4/K or a new phase (K2MoO4) in the case of β-CoMoO4/ 
K, which leads to poisoning of acid sites and thus inhibits the 
formation of hydrocarbons.  

(ii) Tailoring the reducibility: incorporation of K favors the 
reduction of Co or Co-molybdate phases, while it inhibits the 
reduction of Mo-oxide phases to metallic Mo. The latter is known 
to favor hydrocarbon formation [163].  

(iii) Formation of active species: K may also be part of the active 
centers directly involved in the reaction. Though less effective 
than mechanical mixing, the addition of K by coprecipitation 
together with Co and Mo (i.e. to form K2Co2(MoO4)3) also en-
hances alcohol formation (Fig. 17). It is proposed that the 
coprecipitation method is less effective due to the formation of 
K2Co2(MoO4)3, which reduces the accessibility of K containing 
active centers and is less active for HAS. Besides, additions of K to 
Mo sulfide-based materials lead to the formation of KMoS phases 
which favor CO (generated via RWGS) insertion promoting the 
formation of C2+ alcohols [154]. 

3.3.3. Effects of transition metals on the performance of Mo-based catalysts 
Co and Fe-based catalysts are known to be effective for FTS, and thus 

enable carbon chain growth [164–173]. As such, both metals have been 
considered as a promoter to enhance HAS over Mo-based catalysts. Even 
though the monometallic MoO3 system produced only hydrocarbons, 
alcohols were detected over Co molybdate (α-CoMoO4 and β-CoMoO4). 
However, alcohol selectivity was still very low (< 5 %, CO free) as 
shown in Fig. 17 [143]. α-CoMoO4 gave a higher CO2 conversion, while 
β-CoMoO4 provided a better selectivity to alcohols. The differences in 
activity and selectivity for CO2 conversion was ascribed to the reduc-
ibility of Mo6+ species. It has been proposed that the activity for hy-
drocarbons over Mo-based catalysts increases when the Mo center has a 
higher reduction state [163]. Under mild reaction conditions, the 
reduction of Mo in the α-phase is easier than that in the β-phase and thus 

leads to higher CO2 conversion and hydrocarbon selectivity. 
Furthermore, Co has also been used to promote HAS over Mo sulfide- 

based materials [140,142,162]. The addition of Co was shown to 
enhance the formation of alcohols in general and C2+ alcohols in 
particular. Co was hypothesized to modify the electronic state of Mo and 
to enhance carbon chain growth. Co was also supported on Mo2C [145], 
and both the CO2 conversion TOF and ethanol selectivity increased to 35 
× 10− 4 s− 1 and 25 %, respectively, compared with 20 × 10− 4 s− 1 and 16 
% over Co free Mo2C. Besides, the Co/Mo2C system gave a higher carbon 
chain growth probability. A further improvement in CO2 conversion was 
found by the addition of a second promoter in the form of Fe. Though 
ethanol selectivity did not change, the selectivity to C2+ hydrocarbons 
increased. It is proposed that RWGS reaction occurred on Mo2C pro-
ducing CO which is subsequently hydrogenated on the surface of the Co 
and Fe particles as well as Mo2C. Co and Fe are known to be effective for 
FTS and a higher CO surface coverage on Co/Mo2C and Fe/Mo2C leads 
to enhanced CO2 conversion activity and carbon chain growth. Besides, 
Mo2C catalysts can adsorb CO both dissociatively and associatively, 
while the latter is responsible for chain growth. Therefore, it is proposed 
that the addition of Fe promotes associative CO adsorption resulting in 
enhanced rates for carbon chain propagation. 

Other potential promoters such as Ir were also used to promote HAS 
by CO2 hydrogenation over Mo/SiO2 (reduced in H2 at 400 ◦C) [141]. 
Mo/SiO2 produced mainly methanol, while Ir/SiO2 produced only hy-
drocarbons. C2+ alcohols were not formed for both catalysts. However, 
Ir doped Mo/SiO2 resulted in a higher CO2 conversion compared to 
Mo/SiO2 and Ir/SiO2 with the formation of ethanol and propanol 
achieving the highest C2+OH selectivity of 6.3 % at a Mo/Ir ratio of 0.33. 

3.3.4. Effects of additives and supports on the performance of Mo-based 
catalysts 

The type of supports and additives used for Mo-based catalysts play a 
crucial role for HAS by CO2 hydrogenation. SiO2, Al2O3, TiO2, and 
activated carbon have been used as additives or supports for KCoMoS in 
CO2 hydrogenation to higher alcohols [142,162]. The addition of inor-
ganic supports such as SiO2, Al2O3, and TiO2 to KCoMoS influenced the 
CO2 conversion slightly. On the other hand, CO selectivity increased 
after the incorporation of additives though the CO-free selectivity to 
hydrocarbons, methanol, and C2+ alcohols only changed slightly 
(Fig. 18). However, the addition of activated carbon reduced CO2 con-
version significantly to 8.5 % and decreased the CO selectivity to 64.4 %. 
Besides, activated carbon increased the selectivity (CO free) to hydro-
carbons and C2+ alcohols (15.5 %), while that to methanol decreased 
(Fig. 18). A more isolated MoS2 phase is postulated to be formed on the 
surface of activated carbon that possesses a high methanation activity 
[174] and low (R)WGS activity [175], resulting in lower CO selectivity 

Fig. 17. CO2 conversion, CO yield, and product distribution over CoMoO4- 
based catalysts [143]. 

Fig. 18. Product distribution of CoMoS supported on different supports. 
Reproduced with permission from Ref. [162]. Copyright © 2017, Elsevier. 
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and higher hydrocarbon (i.e. mainly methane) selectivity over such 
activated carbon-supported catalysts. Therefore, the positive effects of 
activated carbon on the formation of higher alcohols are ascribed to 
enhanced Co-Mo interactions leading to higher levels of Mo4+ species, 
which are postulated to be responsible for carbon chain propagation 
[176]. Support for this hypothesis was obtained by controlling the 
pretreatment conditions for KCoMoS/AC synthesis, where catalyst with 
a high Mo4+ content were shown to give an increased C2+OH/C1OH 
ratio [177]. 

3.3.5. Effects of reaction conditions on the performance of Mo-based 
catalysts 

The effects of reaction conditions on HAS by CO2 hydrogenation over 
Mo-based materials have been explored in detail. Liu et al. studied the 
effects of temperature, pressure, and GHSV on mixed alcohol synthesis 
over KCoMoS catalysts [162]. As the temperature increases from 280 to 
340 ◦C, CO2 conversion increased from 20.7 % to 27.7 %. The CO 
selectivity also increased due to the endothermic nature of the RWGS 
reaction. Besides, the selectivity to hydrocarbons (CO free) increased 
with higher reaction temperatures due to enhanced hydrogenation, 
leading to lower alcohols selectivity (CO free). This negative effect on 
alcohol formation at higher reaction temperature over Mo-based cata-
lyst was observed by various researchers [140,143–145,161,162]. Be-
sides, it is suggested that ethanol formed by HAS may be dehydrated at 
300 ◦C over Co molybdate-based catalysts leading to lower ethanol 
selectivity [143]. However, the C2+OH/C1OH ratio was found to in-
crease with increasing temperature indicating that higher reaction 
temperatures favor carbon chain growth. Thus, an intermediate tem-
perature of 320 ◦C is preferred to achieve a relatively high C2+OH yield. 

The effect of pressure for KCoMoS catalysts has also been investi-
gated. CO2 conversion increased at higher pressures in the range from 
3.0 to 12.0 MPa [162]. Unfortunately, the alcohol selectivity (CO free) 
decreased with higher pressure, though the C2+OH/C1OH ratio in the 
alcohol fraction increased. At 12.0 MPa, CO2 conversion reached 28.8 % 
with an alcohol selectivity (CO free) of 81.8 % and C2+ alcohols selec-
tivity (CO free) of 10.9 % [162]. Similar effects of pressure were also 
observed over KCoMoS/AC catalysts [142]. The effect of GHSV has also 
been explored for KCoMoS and it was shown that when increasing the 
GHSV from 750 to 6000 ml gcat

− 1 h− 1, the CO2 conversion remained about 
constant (25.0 %–26.1 %). The alcohol selectivity increased, as well as 

the CO selectivity (from 71.9 % to 78.0 %) [162]. Besides, the hydro-
carbon selectivity (CO free) decreased. This trend was explained by 
assuming that the WGS/RWGS reactions consist of a series of fast 
elementary reactions that reach thermodynamic equilibrium relatively 
fast [178], while the consecutive CO hydrogenation is 
kinetically-controlled. Additionally, the effect of feed composition was 
also studied [140]. The authors observed an increase in CO2 conversion, 
a decrease in CO selectivity, and increased alcohol and alkene selectivity 
when the H2/CO2 ratio increased from 1 to 3. 

3.3.6. Proposed reaction mechanism over Mo-based catalysts 
The commonly accepted mechanism for HAS using Mo-based cata-

lysts involves CO2 conversion to CO through the RWGS followed by CO 
hydrogenation to produce alcohols [140–142,160,162]. This is sup-
ported by experiments using IrMo/SiO2 catalysts, where the selectivity 
to C2+OH for CO2 hydrogenation was lower than for CO hydrogenation, 
indicating that the C2+ alcohols are preferentially formed via CO hy-
drogenation [141]. Tatsumi et al. also employed KCl-Mo/SiO2 and 
suggested that the formation of alcohols proceeds via CO as the inter-
mediate, though they observed enhanced alcohol formation from 
CO2/H2 compared to CO/H2 [160]. This finding was explained by 
considering the ability of CO2 to oxidize Mo species into an intermediate 
oxidation state that stabilizes the required active sites for alcohols 
synthesis. 

A more complicated reaction mechanism, in which methanol and 
higher alcohols are formed from CO2 by different routes, was proposed 
by Chen et al. using Fe/Mo2C and Cu/Mo2C (Fig. 19) [145]. The authors 
observed that when CO2 is replaced by CO in the feed, CH3OH formation 
from CO hydrogenation is by far lower than that produced by CO2 hy-
drogenation, viz. 7.7 % over Cu/Mo2C and 3.2 % over Fe/Mo2C. The 
results indicate that most CH3OH is formed via direct CO2 hydrogenation 
with formates and aldehydes as the major intermediates [179,180]. 
However, neither formic acid nor aldehydes were detected as products, 
likely due to the rapid conversion of these intermediate species. More-
over, separate experiments with methanol were to determine whether 
this is an intermediate product. However, the methanol consumption 
rate was 3 %–5 % of the methanol production rate during CO2 hydro-
genation. This implies that methanol is not the major intermediate for 
the C2–4 hydrocarbons formation. It is postulated that carbon chain 
growth involves methoxy species (− CHO) on the surface, formed by 
hydrogenation of associatively adsorbed CO (Fig. 20) [181,182]. 

Studies have also been performed to identify which of the Mo2C 
phases (α-MoC1− x or β-Mo2C) is the active phase. It was found that the 
α-MoC1− x phase is primarily responsible for the CH3OH formation, while 
CO and perhaps C1–4 hydrocarbons are formed mainly on the β-Mo2C 
phases. Also, it is assumed that Fe is essential for carbon-chain growth 
and ethanol formation [181,182]. Here, associative CO adsorption, a 
prerequisite for carbon chain propagation occurs on Fe-Mo2C. 

3.4. Co-based catalysts 

Co and Co-promoted by K, Ga, Pt, Ni, Fe, and Ir are among the active 
catalysts reported for CO2 hydrogenation to higher alcohols (Table 5). 
Typical reaction conditions used for CO2 hydrogenation to higher al-
cohols over Co-based materials are 200− 250 ◦C, 1.2− 5.0 MPa, 
3000− 6000 cm3 gcat

− 1 h− 1, and an H2/CO2 ratio of 3 in continuous plug 
flow fixed-bed reactor configurations.Generally, CO2 conversion 
reached between 7.6 % and 28.9 %. Considerable amounts of alcohols 

Fig. 19. Reaction pathways to produce alcohols and hydrocarbons by CO2 
hydrogenation. The solid arrows denote major pathways and the dashed arrows 
denote minor pathways. Adapted with permission from Ref. [145]. Copyright © 
2016 Elsevier Inc. 

Fig. 20. CHO condensation mechanism for carbon chain growth and alcohols formation. Adapted with permission from Ref. [182].  
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are formed with methanol selectivities ranging from 0.7 % to 28.9 % and 
higher alcohol selectivities ranging from 4.2 % to 62.6 %, corresponding 
to a higher alcohol yield between 0.60 % and 6.13 %. CO selectivity 
ranged from negligible to 45.5 % and hydrocarbons selectivity ranged 
from 24.5 %–80.8 %. CO2 hydrogenation in the presence of a solvent in 
slurry batch reactors has also been reported. Very high C2+OH selec-
tivities (> 82.5 %) and yield (0.42 mmol gcat

− 1 h− 1, C-based) are reported. 

In the following section, the effect of alkali/alkaline earth metal and 
transition metal promoters, catalyst supports, reaction conditions, as 
well as the reaction mechanism, will be discussed. 

3.4.1. Monometallic Co-based catalysts 
The catalytic performance of CO2 hydrogenation over monometallic 

Co-based catalyst is highly dependent on the electron density of the Co 

Table 5 
Representative Co-based catalysts for HAS.  

Catalyst Ta (◦C) Pb (MPa) Rc GHSVd (cm3 gcat
− 1 h− 1) XCO2

e (%) SCO
f (%) SHC

g (%) SMeOH
h (%) SHA

i (%) YHA
j (%) 

LaCoGaO [183] 240 3 3 3000 9.8 0 25.3 12.1 62.6 6.13 
Co3O4 [184] 200 2 3 6000 28.9 0 ~80.8 10.2 9.0 2.60 
Pt/Co3O4 [184] 200 2 3 6000 10.7 28.3 ~24.5 23.6 23.6 2.53 
NaCo/SiO2 [185] 250 5 3 4000k 18.8 29.1 61.4 1.8 7.7 1.45 
Pt/Co3O4-p [186] 200 2 3 3000 27.3 0 80.1 15.7 4.2 1.15 
KFeCo [187] 240 1 3 1.5l 14.5 45.5 47.2 0.7 6.6 0.96 
NaIrCo/SiO2 [188] 220 2 3 2000k 7.6 38.5 45.3 7.8 7.9 0.60 
CoNiAlOx [189] 200 4 3 -m n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. >85.7 1.32n 

CoAlOx-600 [190] 140 4 3 -o n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. >92.1 >0.44n 

Pt/Co3O4 [191] 200 8 3 -p n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a 82.5 0.42n 

Footnotes: aReaction temperature; bReaction pressure; cH2/CO2 ratio; dGas hourly space velocity; eCO2 conversion; fSelectivity to CO; gSelectivity to hydrocarbons; 
hSelectivity to methanol; iSelectivity to higher alcohols; jYield of higher alcohols; kSpace velocity in h− 1; lSpace velocity in nL h− 1 gmetal oxalates

− 1 ; m25 mg catalyst in 2 ml 
H2O for 12 h; nSTY based on carbon in mmol gcat

− 1 h− 1; o20 mg catalyst in 2 ml H2O for 15 h; p20 mg catalyst in 1 ml solvent (1,3-dimethyl-2-imidazolidinone /water) for 
15 h. 

Fig. 21. (a) Electron microscopy characterization of CoAlOx-600. (a1) Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image; (a2) Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 
image (inset: size distribution of the Co nanoparticles); (a3) High resolution (HR) TEM image; and (a4) Fast Fourier transform (FFT) image of the Co nanoparticles 
corresponding to the HRTEM image in (a3). Reproduced with permission from Ref. [190]. Copyright © 2018 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA. (b) Alcohols yield 
and ethanol selectivity over various catalysts. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [190]. Copyright © 2018 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA. (c) Conversion, 
oxygenates selectivity, and the ratio of C2+ to C1 oxygenate over K-FeCo [187]. (d) HRTEM images of carburized K-FeCo. Reproduced with permission from 
Ref. [187]. Copyright © 2017 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA. 
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center and considerable differences were found for Co3O4, CoOx, Co2C, 
and metallic Co. Among them, Co3O4 showed a relatively low activity 
for CO2 conversion and alcohol formation [191]. For a Co/SiO2 catalyst, 
a strong dependence on the type of precursor used in the synthesis of the 
catalyst was observed [188]. The Co(N)/SiO2 catalyst obtained from a 
nitrate precursor showed relatively high activity (~9 % CO2 conversion) 
with methane as the main product. However, catalyst Co(A)/SiO2, 
synthesized from an acetate precursor, showed low CO2 conversion of 
0.5 %. A possible explanation is the difference in amounts of metallic Co 
(Co0), which is hypothesized to be the active species for methane for-
mation, in both catalysts. Indeed X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 
(XPS) confirmed this hypothesis and proved that Co in Co(N)/SiO2 is 
more easily reduced to the metallic state than Co in Co(A)/SiO2 
[192–194]. 

Interestingly, partially reduced Co3O4 (CoOx) was found to be active 
for CO2 hydrogenation, ultimately leading to higher alcohol formation. 
Wang et al. studied the conversion of CO2 to ethanol over CoAlOx in a 
slurry batch reactor. The CoAlOx catalyst was reduced at 600 ◦C in H2 
and shown to contain both Co0 and CoO (Fig. 21a). The co-existence of 
Co0 and CoOx in the catalyst favors ethanol formation [190]. An 
impressive ethanol selectivity of 92.1 % and a STY of 0.444 mmol g− 1 

h− 1 were obtained (Fig. 21b). Methanol, n-propanol, and n-butanol were 
also detected, and remarkably the most common products of CO2 hy-
drogenation (CO, methane, and higher hydrocarbons) were not formed. 
When performing the reduction at lower temperatures (i.e. 300 and 400 
◦C), the activity and ethanol selectivity decreased considerably due to 
the absence of metallic Co. 

Similar findings were also reported by Liu et al. when using partially 
reduced mesoporous Co3O4 [184]. Of interest was the observation of 
confinement effects in the mesopores. For instance, when comparing the 
performance of a mesoporous Co3O4 precursor (Co3O4-m) and a Co3O4 
nanoparticle precursor (Co3O4-np) with similar phase composition (i.e. 
Co0 and CoO) after reduction at 250 ◦C, not only the STY of alcohols for 
Co3O4-m was about 5 times higher (3.4 mmol gcat

− 1 h− 1) but also the STY 
for C2+OH was about 40 times higher (1.6 mmol gcat

− 1 h− 1). A possible 
explanation is that interactions between the CHx species formed by CO2 
hydrogenation in the mesoporous channels lead to enhanced rates for 
carbon chain propagation instead of hydrogenation to form CH4. Be-
sides, Co3O4-m was stable for 50 h times on stream, while the activity of 
Co3O4-np decreased monotonously with time on stream. The meso-
porous structure together with the high surface area of Co3O4-m was 
suggested to contribute to the good stability of the former catalyst. 

Zheng et al. also investigated Co-oxide catalysts promoted with La 
for CO2 hydrogenation [183]. CO2 conversion over LaCoO3 was found to 
be high (30.4 %); however, the main products were methane (with a 
selectivity of 97.8 %), and very low amounts of alcohols (0.5 %) were 
formed. The chemoselectivity was explained by considering synergistic 
effects between Co0 and Co2C species, formed by reduction and 
carbonization of LaCoO3 during the reaction [183]. Such mixtures are 
known to be active for the CO2 hydrogenation, though give methane as 
the main product and only minor amounts of oxygenates [195]. 

3.4.2. Effects of alkali and alkaline earth metals on the performance of Co- 
based catalysts 

Alkali and alkaline earth metals have been used as promoters for HAS 
by CO2 hydrogenation over Co-based materials. Alkali and alkaline 
earth metal promotion has been shown to suppress hydrogenation and 
enhancing carbon chain growth. For instance, Okabe et al. explored the 
effect of Li2O, Na2O, K2O, MgO, CaO, and SrO on IrCo/SiO2 catalyst for 
CO2 hydrogenation [188]. For all, the formation of methane was 
reduced while CO formation was enhanced. It was found that the 
observed effects were stronger for the most basic alkali or alkaline earth 
metals. Besides, CaO was shown to promote (mainly) methanol forma-
tion (selectivity of 35.2 %), while alkali metal (Li2O, Na2O, and K2O) 
additives also enhanced ethanol formation, giving a maximum ethanol 
selectivity of 7.9 % with Na2O promotion. 

Moreover, K has been used to promote C2+ oxygenates formation 
over FeCo-based catalysts [187]. H2 conversion decreased with 
increasing K/(Fe + Co) ratio indicating that the hydrogenation activity 
is reduced at higher ratios (Fig. 21c). A possible explanation is the 
deposition of higher amounts of carbon on the surface of Fe with K 
promotion causing lower hydrogenation activity. Besides, K addition 
may weaken the Fe–H bond leading to a lower rate of H2 dissociation. 
As a consequence, K addition inhibits hydrocarbons formation (with 
selectivity, from 81.0 %to to 35.7 %–69.1 %), while promoting C2+
oxygenates formation (with selectivity, from 1.1 % to 3.7 %–6.6 %) 

It has also been proposed that alkali and alkaline earth metal pro-
motion of Co catalysts leads to stabilization of carbide species and in-
hibition of the formation of Co0, which is negative for HAS. For instance, 
Gnanamani et al. found that NaCo/SiO2 activated in CO contained both 
CoO and Co2C and was an active and stable catalyst for HAS [196]. The 
CO activated Na free Co/SiO2 catalyst showed a low HAS selectivity 
while methane selectivity was high. Although the catalyst was shown to 
contain both CoO and Co2C phases before reaction, it was shown that the 
Co species can be reduced easily to Co0, which is known to be an active 
component for CO2 methanation. Another study by Gnanamani et al. 
showed that K promotion of FeCo-based catalysts facilitates the disso-
ciative adsorption of CO and CO2, which increases the extent of carbon 
deposition on Fe in a stable semicrystalline form and as such stabilizes 
the surface carbides (Fig. 21d) [187]. 

3.4.3. Effects of transition metal on the performance of Co-based catalysts 
Transition metals including Ga, Fe, Ni, and Pt have been used to 

promote Co-based catalysts for CO2 hydrogenation to higher alcohols.  

(i) Effect of Ga: Ga was studied as a promoter for alcohol synthesis 
over LaCo(1− x)GaxO3 catalysts [183]. It was observed that the Ga 
free LaCoO3 produces mainly methane with a very low alcohol 
selectivity of 0.5 %. Ga promotion decreased CO2 conversion and 
shifted the product selectivity to alcohols, particularly ethanol. 
Using LaCo0.7Ga0.3O3 as a catalyst, an alcohol selectivity of 74.7 
% with an ethanol weight fraction of 88.1 % was obtained at a 
CO2 conversion of 9.8 %. Enhanced alcohol formation can be 
ascribed to the presence of a Co-Ga interaction, which leads to a 
slightly positive charged Co center (Coδ+) on the catalyst surface, 
as was shown by XPS. Synergic effects between Co0 and Coδ+

centers are postulated to reduce the hydrogenation ability of 
metallic Co, inhibiting CH4 formation by hydrogenation, and thus 
enhance ethanol synthesis [197,198].  

(ii) Effect of Ir: the effects of Ir promotion on alcohol synthesis by 
CO2 hydrogenation over a Co/SiO2 catalysts prepared from ni-
trate (N) and acetate (A) precursors was investigated [188]. The 
addition of Ir to Co(A)/SiO2 gave a very positive effect and led to 
higher CO2 conversions (from 0.5 % to 10.0 %) accompanied by 
enhanced methanol formation [199–204].  

(iii) Effect of Fe: carburized FeCo-based catalysts were reported to be 
active materials for CO2 hydrogenation [195]. It is observed that 
the hydrogenation activity and methane selectivity were 
decreased with increasing Fe/Co ratio. However, the selectivity 
to C2–4 hydrocarbons and CO were increased. With higher Fe/Co 
ratios, the selectivity to oxygenates was increased first then 
decreased and the optimum selectivity of 4.5 % was reached 
using Co50Fe50. It was also shown by Mössbauer spectroscopy that 
oxygenate selectivity and CO2 conversion increased with higher 
Fe carbide content in the catalysts (Fe100 < Co25Fe75 < Co50Fe50). 
This is in line with a previous study that suggested that the active 
sites of carburized CoFe are associated with the Fe carbide species 
[187].  

(iv) Effects of Ni: Ni has also been used as a promoter to enhance 
alcohol formation over CoAlOx catalysts for CO2 hydrogenation 
[189]. Ni free CoAlOx containing metallic Co and CoO showed 
ethanol productivity of 0.88 mmol gcat

− 1 h− 1. Ni promotion of 
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Co0.52Ni0.48AlOx which contains a Co-Ni alloy and CoO phases 
(Fig. 22a) is more active and ethanol productivity is increased to 
1.32 mmol gcat

− 1 h− 1 with a selectivity of 85.7 %. In contrast, the Co 
free Ni catalyst (NiAlOx) showed very low ethanol productivity 
(0.10 mmol gcat

− 1 h− 1) with methanol as the major product. The 
positive effects of Ni are speculated to be related to the presence 
of the Co-Ni alloy. On this alloy, the absorbed CHx* is stabilized 
and shows a lower rate of reaction to methane.  

(v) Effects of Pt: the promotional effect of Pt on HAS from CO2 was 
studied for Co3O4 catalysts with different morphologies (nano-
plates and nanorods) [186]. Co3O4 nanoplates (Co3O4-p) were 
found to be more easily reduced than the nanorods (Co3O4-r). The 
addition of Pt was found to lead to higher levels of reduction of 
Co3O4 due to hydrogen spillover from Pt to Co3O4 [205]. Sig-
nificant differences in reduction levels were observed for the two 
types of catalysts (nanorods and nanoplates). The Co in 
Pt/Co3O4-p was fully reduced to metallic Co at 250 ◦C, while the 
reduction was less facile for Pt/Co3O4-r and Co was mainly 

present as CoO. CO2 hydrogenation experiments, with both cat-
alysts, showed a high selectivity to hydrocarbons, while the al-
cohols selectivity was < 2 % over Pt/Co3O4-p and < 4 % over 
Pt/Co3O4-r. The reduction temperature was shown to affect the 
chemoselectivity of the reaction considerably. When reduced at 
200 ◦C, Pt/Co3O4-p showed a much higher selectivity to alcohols 
(26.7 %) than at 250 ◦C, with methanol as the main product. 
Enhanced alcohol formation over this catalyst was assigned to the 
coexistence of CoO and metallic Co phases. 

Liu et al. also showed a similar trend for Pt promotion when using 
mesoporous Co3O4. The addition of Pt was found to decrease the 
methane selectivity and to increase the selectivity to alcohols and CO 
[184]. For alcohols, the selectivity reached 47.2 % with a C2+OH STY of 
1.5 mmol gcat

− 1 h− 1 over Pt promoted mesoporous Co3O4. 

3.4.4. Effects of support on the performance of Co-based catalysts 
Support effects for Co-based catalysts for CO2 hydrogenation to 

Fig. 22. (a) Electron microscopy characterization of Co0.52Ni0.48AlOx. (a1) SEM image. (a2, a3) TEM images (inset in a2: nanoparticle size distribution). Reproduced 
with permission from Ref. [189]. Copyright © 2019 American Chemical Society. (b) Product selectivity and distribution of Na promoted Co supported on various 
supports. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [185]. Copyright © 2019 Elsevier Inc. (c) Schema of Co phase transformation supported on various supports for CO2 
hydrogenation. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [185]. Copyright © 2019 Elsevier Inc. (d) The selectivity of ethanol over Pt/Co3O4 in various solvents. 
Reproduced with permission from Ref. [191]. Copyright © 2016 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA. 
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higher alcohols have been investigated. Zhang et al. explored this effect 
using Na-promoted Co-based catalysts [185]. These included 
NaCo/Al2O3, NaCo/ZnO, NaCo/AC (activated carbon), NaCo/TiO2, 
NaCo/SiO2, and NaCo/Si3N, activated in a CO atmosphere prior to CO2 
hydrogenation. Among the prepared catalysts, only NaCo/SiO2 and 
NaCo/Si3N4 produced alcohols, with selectivities of 9.54 % (87.50 % 
C2+OH) and 9.19 % (88.48 % C2+OH), respectively (Fig. 22b). Alcohol 
selectivity was shown to be related to the amount of Co2C present in the 
catalyst formulation. As shown in Fig. 22c, Co3O4 and/or CoO species 
are present on Al2O3 and ZnO, while Co2C and CoO species coexist on 
AC, TiO2, SiO2, and Si3N4 supported Co-based catalyst after 
pre-treatment by CO. After the reaction, metallic Co was present when 
using the ZnO, Al2O3, AC, and TiO2 support while Co2C was predomi-
nant on SiO2 and Si3N, and is proof that the latter phases are active for 
HAS [206,207]. 

3.4.5. Effects of reaction conditions on the performance of Co-based 
catalysts 

Reaction conditions significantly influence the catalytic performance 
of CO2 conversion to higher alcohols over Co-based materials. The effect 
of temperature was studied for LaCo1− xGaxO3, Co3O4, and Pt/Co3O4 
[183,184,186]. In all cases, CO2 conversion increased and total alcohol 
selectivity decreased at higher temperatures. Also, the STY for C2+OH 
alcohols and the fraction of C2+OH in the alcohols increased at higher 
temperatures. This trend was explained by considering that a positive of 
temperature on the rate of CO2 conversion, and a preference for C2+OH 
due to favorable thermodynamics at a higher temperature [184,186]. 
However, the trend is not observed for all catalysts and a decrease of the 
C2+OH fraction in the alcohol mixture at higher temperatures occurred 
over LaCo0.7Ga0.3O3. This might be due to a higher level of oxidation of 
metallic Co by CO2 during the reaction [183]. 

The effect of temperature on HAS by CO2 hydrogenation over CoN-
iAlOx, Co3O4, and Pt/Co3O4 catalysts has also been investigated in the 
presence of solvents [189–191]. At higher temperatures, the STY for 
alcohols increased whereas the C2+OH selectivity and STY increased 
first and then leveled off at higher temperatures. The effect of solvents 
on ethanol formation was also studied by He et al. over Pt/Co3O4 [191]. 
As presented in Fig. 22d, alcohols were not formed at solvent-free con-
ditions. When using water, a significant increase in CO2 conversion and 
C2+OH selectivity was found and the C2+OH selectivity reached 72.0 %. 
Solvents such as 1,3-dimethyl-2-imidazolidinone (DMI) and N-meth-
yl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP) led to higher STY for alcohols, though the 
C2+OH selectivity was much lower i.e. 29.0 % and 9.8 %, respectively. 
Hydrocarbon-based solvents such as cyclohexane and n-decane have 
poor performance and a low STY for alcohols and C2+OH selectivity was 
found. The best results were obtained with a combination of DMI and 
water as the solvent. A mixture with 15 vol% H2O gave the highest 
selectivity to C2+OH (82.5 %) and alcohol yield. It was assumed that 
H2O protonates methanol, followed by dissociation into CH3*, OH*, and 
H* (or H2O) species on the catalyst surface. Then, these absorbed CH3* 
species react with CO to form absorbed CH3CO*, which is subsequently 
hydrogenated to ethanol. 

3.4.6. Proposed reaction mechanisms for HAS using Co-based catalysts 
Several mechanisms have been proposed for alcohol synthesis by 

CO2 hydrogenation over Co-based catalysts. Zheng et al. proposed a 
mechanism for ethanol synthesis over LaCo1− xGaxO3 [183]. They pro-
pose that ethanol is formed over Co0 and Coδ+ sites, stabilized by LaGa 
oxide. In the first steps H2 is dissociated on Co0 sites [186,208], whereas 
CO2 is adsorbed dissociatively and subsequently hydrogenated to CH3* 
species on Co0 sites [190]. Besides, non-dissociative CO2 adsorption may 
also occur on Coδ+ sites and the reaction with H* leads to the formation 
of absorbed HCOO*⋅ This species may decompose at the surface to form 
absorbed CO*. Finally, the coupling of CO* and CH3* led to the for-
mation of CH3CO* which then can be converted to ethanol by further 
hydrogenation. 

Gnanamani et al. proposed a similar CO insertion mechanism for 
alcohol synthesis over carburized NaCo/SiO2 [196]. However, it was 
suggested that the carbon chain may also grow through a carbene type 
insertion mechanism (Fig. 6 ii). 

The CO insertion mechanism for higher alcohols formation via CO2 
hydrogenation was studied by in-situ diffuse reflectance infrared Fourier 
transform spectroscopy (DRIFT) over carburized NaCo/SiO2 [185]. In a 
CO2/H2 atmosphere, bands for CO3

2− , HCOO− , O–C–O (stretching), 
CH4, chemisorbed and gas-phase CO, adsorbed CHO*, unsaturated C–H 
(CHx*), methoxy (CH3O*) were observed. Similar intermediates were 
found for CO2 hydrogenation, indicating a similar reaction mechanism 
for CO2 and CO hydrogenation over NaCo/SiO2. It was suggested that 
CO* is generated by the RWGS reaction and that it is subsequently hy-
drogenated to CHx*. Finally, the insertion of CO* and the subsequent 
hydrogenation resulted in the formation of ethanol. 

He et al. found that the use of water as a solvent promotes ethanol 
formation through CHx− CO coupling over Pt/Co3O4 [191]. It was 
speculated that water protonates methanol followed by dissociation into 
CH3*, OH*, and H* (or H2O) species. Subsequently, CH3CO* can be 
formed through CH3*− CO coupling, and hydrogenation finally leads to 
the formation of ethanol. Using deuterium and 13C labeling this mech-
anism was proven by showing that parts of the C and H in ethanol were 
derived from methanol and water. 

Gnanamani et al. proposed that the presence of K has an impact on 
the mechanism for oxygenates formation over carburized CoFe 
(Fig. 23a) [195]. As presented in Cycle A, in the presence of K, the RWGS 
reaction is promoted over carburized CoFe and generates CO from CO2. 
The insertion of absorbed CO into an M–CH3 bond (i.e. M is the active 
metal) results in the formation of an acyl group which is converted in the 
presence of K to a K stabilized carboxylate. The latter can be converted 
to either acetic acid by reaction with water or to acetaldehyde by re-
action with H2. The relative rate of both reactions, thus the chemo-
selectivity will depend on reaction parameters such as temperature. A 
competing route to ethanol does not involve K and is represented as 
Cycle B in Fig. 23a. 

Higher alcohol formation by a COOH− CHx coupling mechanism 
(Fig. 6 iv) was proposed by Wang et al. [190]. Operando FTIR was 
performed to study the mechanism of ethanol synthesis by CO2 hydro-
genation over CoAlOx in a continuous CO2 flow with pulsed hydrogen. In 
a CO2 atmosphere, the formation of CO2

δ− , CO3
2− , and HCO3

δ− species was 
observed due to the initial adsorption and activation of CO2. After 
pulsing H2, CHx*, and HCOO− were formed. Among the intermediates, 
HCOO− was considered to be relatively stable and thus difficult to be 
hydrogenated [209], and thereby inhibiting the formation of methanol. 
Upon the introduction of additional H2, HCOO− and CHx* were 
consumed, while acetate species were formed by CHx* and HCOO−

coupling, hindering the undesired hydrogenation of CHx* to methane 
[190,210,211]. Compared to formate, the C––O bond in the acetate 
species is weaker facilitating further hydrogenation to form ethoxy 
species and ethanol [212]. 

CO2 hydrogenation was also studied using a Ni promoted CoAlOx 
catalyst by in-situ FTIR spectroscopy in CO2/H2 atmosphere [189]. It was 
found that HCOO* may be formed through the reaction between 
chemically adsorbed CO3

2− and H*, which is then converted to CHx*. The 
intensities of the peaks arising from CHx* are much lower than those of 
HCOO*, indicating CHx* formation as the rate-determining step. 

3.5. Miscellaneous catalysts 

In addition to the catalyst groups discussed above, other types of 
catalysts have also been reported for CO2 hydrogenation to higher al-
cohols and the most relevant ones are discussed below.  

(i) PtRu/Fe2O3catalyst: He et al. studied the synthesis of higher 
alcohols by CO2 hydrogenation over PtRu/Fe2O3 in a slurry batch 
reactor [213]. The incorporation of Pt and Ru was found to 
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facilitate the reduction of Fe2O3 due to the interaction between 
Pt, Ru, PtRu, and Fe2O3. After the reduction, the Fe2O3 support 
was partly reduced to Fe3O4 and Fe0. Unpromoted Fe2O3 was not 
very active for CO2 conversion (0.1 mmol CO2 gcat

− 1 h− 1) and only 
produced hydrocarbons. On the other hand, the Pt/Ru modified 
catalysts showed much higher activity (1.9–2.6 mmol CO2 gcat

− 1 

h− 1) and alcohols were also formed, though the main products 
were still hydrocarbons. The chemoselectivity was highly 
dependent on the composition of the catalysts. Pt/Fe2O3 and 
Ru/Fe2O3 gave mainly methanol and low amounts of C2+OH. 
Catalysts with a Pt/Ru ratio of 1/2 showed the best performance 
with a CO2 conversion rate of 2.4 mmol CO2 gcat

− 1 h− 1 together 
with the highest selectivity to alcohols (42.3 %) and C2+OH (36.0 
%).  

(ii) Pd/Fe3O4catalyst: Caparrós et al. reported CO2 hydrogenation 
to ethanol over Pd/Fe3O4 catalysts [214]. Different catalysts i.e. 
Pd single atoms (SA-Pd/Fe3O4, 0.1 wt% Pd), clusters 
(CL-Pd/Fe3O4, 0.38 wt% Pd, 1.2 ± 0.2 nm), and nanoparticles 
(NP-Pd/Fe3O4, 3.0 wt% Pd, 4.3 ± 0.4 nm) were supported on 
Fe3O4 (Fig. 23b). CO was found to be the main product over 
CL-Pd/Fe3O4 and NP-Pd/Fe3O4 (selectivity > 80 %), while the 
C2+OH selectivity ranged from 2.5 % to 19.8 % (300–400 ◦C). For 

the SA-Pd/Fe3O4 catalyst, only alcohols were formed with 
ethanol productivity of 413 mmol EtOH gPd

− 1 h− 1 and selectivity of 
97.5 % at 300 ◦C. The Pd nanoparticle size was shown to affect 
catalyst performance. Smaller Pd particles gave higher ethanol 
selectivity and yield, with Pd single atoms maintained the highest 
ethanol selectivity and yield. Moreover, a decrease in ethanol 
selectivity at higher temperatures over SA-Pd/Fe3O4 was postu-
lated to the formation of Pd nanoparticles (1.1 ± 0.3 nm) due to 
the mobility of Pd atoms. At higher temperatures, the CO2 con-
version increased while the ethanol selectivity decreased. How-
ever, propanol and trace amounts of butanol were formed at 
higher temperatures. High pressures were shown to enhance CO2 
conversion (to 1.4 %). An experiment at low temperature and 
high pressure (i.e. 250 ◦C and 30 bar). gave an ethanol selectivity 
of 98.0 %, and an ethanol yield of 440 mmol EtOH gPd

− 1 h− 1. 

Similar results were obtained by using CO/H2 as a feed gas, indi-
cating CO as an intermediate for alcohol formation over the SA-Pd/ 
Fe3O4 catalyst. This might be due to the presence of Fe3O4 which is 
known to be active for the RWGS reaction generating CO for the further 
hydrogenation step [215]. 

Fig. 23. (a) A plausible mechanism for the formation of C2+ oxygenates over alkalized metal surfaces. Adapted with permission from Ref. [195]. Copyright © 2016, 
American Chemical Society. (b) Representative aberration-corrected high-angle annular dark-field scanning transmission electron microscopy (HAADF-STEM) im-
ages of Pd/Fe3O4. (b1) SA-Pd/Fe3O4; (b2) CL-Pd/Fe3O4; and (b3) NP-Pd/Fe3O4. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [214]. Copyright © 2018 Wiley-VCH Verlag 
GmbH & Co. KGaA. (c) Schema for ethanol formation over PdCu catalyst. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [216]. Copyright © 2017 American Chemi-
cal Society. 
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(iii) Pd-Cu nanoparticles: Bai et al. investigated ethanol synthesis by 
CO2 hydrogenation over bimetallic Pd-Cu catalysts with P25 TiO2 
as the support in the presence of water solvent in a slurry batch 
reactor [216]. A methanol yield of 8.9 mmol g− 1 h− 1 and an 
ethanol yield of 9.1 mmol g− 1 h− 1 were obtained using the 
Pd/P25 catalyst. The incorporation of Cu resulted in a higher 
ethanol yield (1.5 mmol g− 1 h− 1) over Pd2Cu/P25 (Pd/Cu = 2); 
however, a further increase in the Cu content leads to a lower 
ethanol yield. The interaction between Pd and Cu was supposed 
to enhance the reducibility of surface oxides to a metallic state, 
which is regarded as the active site for CO2 activation with these 
types of catalysts. Furthermore, support effects were studied by 
using bimetallic Pd2Cu catalysts supported on SiO2, CeO2, and 
Al2O3. Among all, Pd2Cu/P25 exhibited the highest TOFPd and 
ethanol selectivity, which was ascribed to oxygen vacancies on 
P25 that facilitate CO2 hydrogenation. It was also observed, 
methanol yield was independent of the temperature, while the 
yield and selectivity to ethanol were increased. This was ratio-
nalized by considering the activation energies for the relevant 
reactions. Ethanol formation was shown to have a high apparent 
activation energy (~161.3 kJ mol− 1) favoring a high reaction 
temperature. By in-situ DRIFT experiments, intermediates 
including carboxylate (CO2

δ− ), bidentate carbonate, unidentate 
carbonate, alkoxy species, formate species (HCOO− ), CH, and 
3-fold bridge-bonded CO species (CO*) were observed over 
Pd2Cu/P25. Therefore, it was proposed that ethanol is most likely 
formed through the insertion of CO* into CH3*. As presented in 
Fig. 23c, the presence of too high amounts of Cu in the catalyst 
formulation leads to the formation of a stable 2-fold 
bridge-bonded CO* with a higher surface coverage of Pd sites, 
which can be a catalyst poison. Therefore, the rate-determining 
step for ethanol formation was hypothesized to be the hydroge-
nation of CO* to HCO* [72].  

(iv) Au/TiO2catalysts: Wang et al. investigated ethanol synthesis via 
CO2 hydrogenation over supported Au-based catalysts in a slurry 
batch reactor [217]. It was found that smaller particles and a 
higher Au dispersion lead to improved catalytic performance. Au 
nano-clusters (1.0 ± 0.1 nm) supported on TiO2 gave the highest 
ethanol yield of 635.4 mmol gAu

− 1 h− 1. Moreover, among the 
different titania polymorphs tested including anatase (a), rutile 
(r), brookite (b), and amorphous (am), a-TiO2 was the most 
suitable support for ethanol synthesis and an ethanol selectivity >
99 % and activity of 942.8 mmol gAu

− 1 h− 1 were reported. These 
findings were rationalized by considering the number of oxygen 
vacancies in the support, which is highest for the a-TiO2 support. 
The effect of different solvents such as N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone, 
cyclohexane, tetrahydrofuran, water, and N,N-dimethylforma-
mide on the performance of the Au/a-TiO2 was also studied and 
N,N-dimethylformamide gave the best results. Furthermore, 240 
◦C is optimal, and higher reaction temperatures led to a decreased 
ethanol selectivity and yield, possibly due to the enhanced CO 
formation by the RWGS reaction. 

In general, Fe, Co, and Cu can work as both active sites and additives. 
As active sites, Fe, Co, and Cu participate in CO2 activation, carbon- 
chain propagation, and hydrogenation, while they tailor the electronic 
structure of the catalyst when working as an additive. For example, as an 
active site, Fe is responsible for methanation, RWGS, and the formation 
of hydrocarbons, while Fe can tailor the electronic structure of Rh to 
enhance higher alcohol synthesis working as an additive in a FeRh-based 
catalyst. Cu is the active site for the formation of alcohols, while it works 
as an additive in a CuPd-based catalyst facilitating the reduction of 
surface oxides through Cu-Pd interaction. Co is the active site for 
methanation, hydrocarbon formation, and alcohol formation, while it 
tailors the reducibility of Mo as an additive in a CoMo-based catalyst. 

3.6. Potential of HAS by CO2 hydrogenation 

As we discussed in the introduction, the societal demand to decrease 
CO2 emissions has opened new directions to create sustainable solutions 
for chemicals and fuel production using CO2 as a carbon feedstock. 
Besides, there are potential cost savings from carbon tax. In this respect, 
CO2 valorization by thermocatalytic processes to HAS presents an 
interesting opportunity. The industrial implementation of HAS greatly 
depends on both the cost of renewable H2 production and catalysts. 
Though further improvements are still required, and hydrogen prices 
need to be reduced, renewable H2 production by water electrolysis using 
renewable electricity generated from solar PV or wind turbines is 
considered an established technology. Thus, currently, the techno- 
economic feasibility of HAS using CO2 as the feed will heavily depend 
on the advancement of the catalytic hydrogenation step. 

Substantial progress has been made in the field of exploratory cata-
lyst development and suitable catalyst families for HAS have been 
identified and tested on lab scale. To illustrate the progress achieved 
over the past years, the performance of state-of-the-art HAS catalysts 
were compared with methanol synthesis (MS) catalysts. The results are 
provided in Fig. 24. It can be seen that HAS catalysts generally possesses 
a higher conversion due to the favorable thermodynamics. However, 
compared with MS catalysts, the selectivity of most HAS catalysts is 
usually much lower producing a mixture of alcohols and resulting in 
higher cost for downstream processing. Thus, HAS would be more 
favorable if the selectivity to a certain C2+OH is high enough for simple 
downstream separations because of the higher value of HA. Even though 
a high selectivity was obtained by Zr12-bpdc-CuCs, the main product is 
ethanol, and direct synthesis of C3+ alcohols would further enhance the 
economic advantage of this process. 

4. Summary and future perspectives 

CO2 hydrogenation to higher alcohols is considered an attractive 
technology for the conversion of CO2 to value-added chemicals and fuels 
and has been studied extensively in the past decades. Several promising 

Fig. 24. Comparison of high-performance HAS catalysts with MS catalyst 
[218–220]. The selectivity for HAS catalysts is only for higher alcohols (CnOH, 
n ≥ 2), while that of the MS catalyst includes only methanol. 
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categories of catalysts, including Rh-, Cu-, Mo-, and Co-based catalysts, 
have been developed. The effects of catalyst’s structure, promoters, 
supports, catalyst precursors and reaction conditions on the catalytic 
performance have been studied. Also, structure-performance correla-
tions and reaction mechanisms have been proposed. 

The catalytic performance of the four categories of catalysts are 
comparable with each other, thus it is difficult to suggest which category 
of catalyst is more likely to achieve industrial applications in the future. 
However, several issues should be considered for further catalyst 
development. 

(i) Selectivity to higher alcohols: is one of the most important con-
cerns. The selectivity to higher alcohols over most of the reported 
catalysts tested in a fixed bed reactor is relatively low, and the 
highest selectivity to higher alcohol of 83 % was obtained by 
Rh10Se/TiO2. Some catalysts possess high selectivity to higher 
alcohols in a slurry bed reactor (e.g. > 99 % over CuCs and > 92.1 
% over CoAlOx-600). However, the selectivity is only 25 % over 
Mo-based catalysts. Further study should aim for improving the 
selectivity to higher alcohols for reactions in a fixed bed reactor.  

(ii) Cost of the catalyst: is one of the critical issues for a successful 
catalyst development. Compared to Cu-, Mo-, and Co-based ma-
terials, Rh is scarcer and more expensive, so Cu-, Mo-, and Co- 
based catalysts are more favorable for industrial applications.  

(iii) Stability of the catalyst: is also important during catalysts design. 
One of the possible CO2 sources is an emission from the power 
plants which also contains S, a poison for many catalysts. Rh- 
[221,222], Cu- [223], and Co-based [224] catalysts are sensitive 
to S poisoning and may possess a shorter lifetime. Mo-based 
catalysts such as MoS2 and MoC are sulfur tolerant [225,226], 
which may possess a longer life in the presence of S in the feed. 
Even though a pretreatment is possible to remove S from the feed, 
the deep desulfurization of the feed is an expensive process. 

Moreover, higher alcohol synthesis by CO2 hydrogenation produces 
a mixture of alcohols that needs to be separated for downstream pro-
cessing. The separation process is energy-consuming, so increasing the 
selectivity of a certain higher alcohol can ease the separation. Synthesis 
of a single higher alcohol with high selectivity from CO2 hydrogenation 
is a future direction. Furthermore, the main higher alcohol from CO2 
hydrogenation is ethanol, and further studies to enhance the carbon 
chain propagation to achieve more propanol and butanol are also of 
great importance. 

Concerning the above mentioned issues, we have proposed the 
following directions for rational catalyst design for higher alcohol syn-
thesis from CO2 hydrogenation in the future.  

(i) Developing new bifunctional active sites. Since carbon chain 
propagation and alcohol formation are two main aspects of 
higher alcohol synthesis, an efficient catalyst for higher alcohol 
synthesis should process dual-sites providing both functions. As 
we discussed above, bifunctional dual sites such as Rh and Li-Rh 
sites in Rh-based catalysts, Cu and Fe sites in Cu-based catalysts, 
MoS2 and K-MoS2 sites in Mo-based catalysts, and Co0 and CoO 
sites in Co-based catalysts work concertedly to form higher al-
cohols. Recently, many efficient catalysts for CO2 conversion to 
methanol, such as Cu-based catalysts [227], Pd-based catalysts 
[227], ZnO-ZrO2 catalysts [228], In2O3 catalysts [229], and 
NiGa-based catalysts [230] have been reported. Also, highly 
active Fe and Co-based catalysts [227] for long-chain hydrocar-
bons synthesis have been reported. These catalysts possess highly 
active sites for alcohol synthesis or carbon chain propagation, 
respectively. Modifying these catalysts to incorporate the other 
function (carbon chain propagation for methanol synthesis cat-
alysts and alcohol formation function for FT catalysts) would be a 

fast approach to search for new catalytic systems for higher 
alcohol synthesis which needs to be further studied.  

(ii) Tailoring the active sites at an atomic scale. It has been found 
that atomically dispersing Pd on Fe3O4 or tailoring the distance of 
Cu-Cu site can enhance higher alcohol synthesis. Thus, tailoring 
the above-mentioned dual-sites at an atomic scale may promote 
the synergy between alcohol synthesis and carbon chain propa-
gation to enhance higher alcohol synthesis.  

(iii) Understanding the effect of solvent in a slurry bed reactor. It 
has been found that when the reaction is performed in a slurry 
bed reactor, the selectivity to higher alcohols is generally higher 
than that in a fixed bed reactor. Besides, the selectivity to a 
certain alcohol is generally very high in a slurry bed reactor. 
However, a separation, which is energy consuming, is required to 
separate the product and the catalyst from the solvent. Under-
standing the effects of the solvent and transfer this knowledge to 
design catalysts may prompt selective higher alcohol synthesis in 
a fixed bed reactor. 

Structure-performance correlations have been reported, though, 
most of them are based on the structure of the “catalyst precursor”, 
while the catalyst structure is most likely very different after the often 
complicated catalyst activation procedures and the harsh reaction con-
ditions usually applied for HAS. Thus, in the future, dedicated studies on 
the state and structure of the active species under reaction conditions, 
for example, by in-situ X-ray powder diffraction (XRD), in-situ X-ray 
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), in-situ transmission electron micro-
scopy (TEM), and in-situ X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS), would be 
of high importance, not only for a better understanding of the active 
sites but also to be used as the basis for real structure-performance 
correlations for rational catalyst design. Besides, various reaction 
mechanisms have been proposed for HAS, though without reaching a 
consensus and this topic is still open for discordance. The preferred 
mechanistic pathways and products appear to be highly dependent on 
the surface coverages, for instance high H and CHx would favour 
methanation and hydrocarbon formation. High HAS selectivity would 
require a balance of CHx surface species with CO or formate surface 
species. Some of the proposed mechanisms are based on the product and 
byproduct formation as a function of reaction conditions; others are 
based on intermediates observed by IR experiments. More rigorous ex-
periments, such as 13C/2H labeled experiments and in-situ IR (high 
pressure), as well as theoretical calculations, should be performed in the 
future to get an advanced understanding of the reaction mechanism at 
the atomic level. We, therefore, believe that with improved synthesis 
protocols, adequate characterization, and in-depth mechanistic studies, 
tailored non-noble metals based catalysts could be designed as next- 
generation catalytic systems for CO2 hydrogenation for the synthesis 
of higher alcohols. Beyond rational catalyst design, we also suggest to 
improve the process from the engineering perspective. Most catalysts 
were evaluated in continuous plug flow fixed-bed reactors, but inter-
estingly, regardless of HAS catalyst categories, the best catalytic per-
formance were reported using slurry batch reactors in the presence of 
different solvents. Finally, we hope this review provides useful infor-
mation for those active in catalyst development for HAS and will stim-
ulate further research activities in the field of HAS by CO2 
hydrogenation. 
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